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Rushing, Henry, Overbey, Byars re-elected

Cella leads city board voting;incumbents win
From Staff, AP Reports
Newcomer Doris Cella led the
voting over three Murray Independent School Board incumbents while two Calloway
County School Board districts reelected its representatives in
Tuesday's local balloting.
In an election that saw less than
one-fourth of the eligible voters go
to the polls, Cella, developmental
English instructor at Murray
State University, was top votegetter for the three available seats
on the city board. She earned a
seat on the board with 1,211 votes
while Tom Rushing, vice president and loan officer at the Bank
of Murray, with 957 votes and Don
Henry, State Farm insurance
agent, with 831 were re-elected.
Incumbent Bill Adams, owner of
Builders II, received 813 votes.
Henry, current chairman of the
board, has served for 16 years and
9 years as chairman. Rushing has
been on the board six years.
Walter Byars, service manager
at Trucks, Trailers and Buses, re-

Doris Cella
City school board
tallied his spot as Calloway's
District I representative with 362
votes. Hal Winchester, a local
printer, received 125 votes to 97
for Lou Hide, associate director of

Tommy Rushing
City school board

Dom Henry
Qty school board

the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
In a close race, Jerry Overbey,
a self-employed businessman,
was re-elected as District III's

representative to the county
school board. Overbey received
234 votes to 228 for Bobby Joe Nanney, general insurance agent. Don
Johnson, employed by the Oaks
Country Club Pro Shop, received
74 votes to 72 for Floyd Dawson, a
brick mason.
Byars, past chairman of the
Calloway board, has served 8
years and Overbey 4 years.
In a breakdown of the city
school board voting, balloting
went (from Precincts 1-11, Hazel
and absentees):
Cella - 12, 97, 77, 108, 125, 149,
136, 103, 24, 160, 111, 24 and 15.
Total- 1,211.
Rushing - 71, 93, 83, 100, 109, 97,
105, 60, 18, 138, 62, 6 and 15. Total
-967.
Henry-57,67, 79, 78, 90, 79, 103,
47, 19, 126, 61, 7 and 16. Total 831.
yes
Adams-46, 70,II,94,86, 78,78,
58, 15, 126, 74, 5 and 14. Total 813.
The breakdown of District I
(Precinct 8, Precinct 11, Harris
Grove, Hazel, Providence and
absentees) were:
Byars - 21, 19, 62, 185, 73 and 2.
Total -362.
Winchester- 10, 4,34, 48, 36 and
3. Total - 125.
Huie - 15, 7, 31, 34, 10 and 0.
Total -97.
The District III breakdown
( Precinct 1, Precinct 9, Faxon,
Almo, Dexter, Jackson, Calloway
High and absentees)included:
Overbey - 4, 6, 115, 67, 35, 0,
and 0. Total-234.
Nanney - 3, 8, 59, 103, 46, 2, 7
and 0. Total -228.
Johnson -0, 2, 35, 27, 6, 0, 2 and
2. Total -74.
Dawson - 0, 1, 34, 36, 1, 0, 0 and
0. Total-72.
County Clerk Marvin Harris
said the "pretty light vote" 3,256 which totals only 22 percent
of the eligible voters - was
because of the lack of local issues
and races on the ballot. He did add
that turnout may have been leas if

COUNTING THE VOTES - Election officials gathered in Clerk Marvin Harris' office Tuesday night to
tabulate the election results. Workers included (from left around table) Judith Ainley, assistant clerk; Harris; Jim Johnson; Sheriff David Balentine; Wayne Flora; and Mann Yoo.

State allocates Calloway $579,590
in 1982for training, work experience
FRANKFORT - Cabinet for
Human Resources Secretary Buddy H. Adams announced today
that Calloway County received e
total of $579,590 in 1982 to providr
training and work experience for
255 county residents.
The training and work ex-

Authorities report
no new developments
in Masterson case
No new developments have been
reported at this time in the
western Kentucky search for
Kevin J. Masterson, 35, wanted
for questioning in the cyanidelaced tylenol murders of seven
residents in the Chicago area,
local authorities commented this
morning.
Masterson was believed to have
been in Calloway County this past
weekend visiting a friend, it was
noted. An all-points bulletin for
Masterson, was received by local
law enforcement officials Moriday.
Local authorities refused to
disclose the name or location of
the friend, but did state that
Masterson's friend was outside
the Murray City limits.
Masterson, described as having
a history of mental disorders, is 5foot-10, 165 pounds with red hair
and blue eyes. His is believed to be
driving a 1965 tan Volkswagen
with Illinois license plates XAD290, according to reports issued by
Illinois Criminal Bureau of Investigation.
Recent indications have all
pointed to the fact that Masterson
is no longer in the area, officials
here added. There have been no
speculations at this time as to the
direction in which he may have
headed.

perience programs are administered by the Cabinet's
Department for Manpower Services to help unemployed people
find meaningful jobs.
The funds in Calloway County
were spent for the following programs:
• $50,794 to provide youth with
summer work experience;
• $114,315 to provide vocational
training in licensed practical nursing;
• $30,833 to provide classroom
training in radio station operator,
sales, broadcasting and reporting;
• $10,209 to provide summer
work experience to youth and
senior citizens by performing
minor home repair to disadvantaged senior citizens;
.._$35,000 to provide youth with
career employment experience;
• $103,981 to provide classroom
training in clerk stenographer

skills;
• $146,800 to provide youth with
work experience and career
educaton (out-of-school,
unemployed, economically disadvantaged youth);
• $34,729 to provide out-ofschool, economically disadvantaged persons with training in
industrial security, clerk-typing
and general industrial
maintenance;
• $52,929 to provide youth with
life skills and employability skills
necessary to positive employment.
"During these times of high
unemployment, it Is especially important that we award available
federal funds to programs that are
committed to helping people more
toward economic independence,"
Adams said. "We are pleased to
work with these local agencies to
accomplish this goal."

Carrollton man arrested
after shooting incident
A Carrollton, Ky., man was arrested Tuesday following a
shooting incident in Hazel, according to a spokesman for the
Calloway County Sheriff's Deaprtment.
Bobby Gene Byars, 43, a former
resident of the southern Calloway
County community, was reported
to be sitting in a trailer at Hazel
talking with an acquaintance
when a third party came to the
front door and attempted to enter
the home.
The spokesman noted it was at
that time Byars pulled a .25
caliber pistol and began firing
through the door. The man, whose

name was being withheld, was
reported uninjured during the
altercation.
Byars was later located by the
Calloway County Sheriff's Department and warrants were issued.
According to the spokesman,
Byars was charged with firstdegree wanton endangerment (a
felony) and carrying a concealed
weapon (a misdemeanor ).
Byars was lodged in the
Calloway County Jail on $10,000
cash bond.
The spokesman noted that the
shooting was apparently the result
of a pre-existing doMestic situation.

Jerry Overbri
District III
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there would have been no school
board contests.
Billy J. Salentine ran unopposed for constable and received 325
votes.
His breakdown was ( Precinct 6,
Precinct 9, Jackson, Kirkaey, Coldwater, Lynn Grove, Calloway
High and absentees:
Balentine - 114, 47, 27, 48, 35, 26,
57 and 1. Total -325.
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, running unopposed, received 2,316
votes. The congressman received
48,466 votes across his 24-county
district.
County returns for supreme
court justice did not follow the
state results. Incumbent Boyce
Clayton of Benton received 1,692
and Roy N. Vance, Paducah,
1,373.
Those breakdowns(Precincts 111, Concord, Faxon, Alm°, Dexter, Jackson, Kirksey, Coldwater,
Lynn Grove, Harris Grove, Hazel,
Providence, Clayton's Creek,
Calloway High and absentees)
are:
Hubbard - 94, 87, 79, 85, 96, 102,
106, 92, 59, 131, 101, 117, 185, 175, 69,
37, 71, 45, 54, 97, 182, 87, 57, 73 and
26. Total - 2,316.
Clayton - 61, 71, 70, 56, 59, 79,
88, 72, 42, 108, 73,82, 156, 175, 78, 44,
55, 45, 36, 79, 156, 74, 48, 64 and 19.
Total - 1,892.
Vance-60, 71, 41, 82, 106,61,90,
92, 56, 106, 79, 58, 64, 46, 14, 13, 18,
11, 21, 53, 98, 35, 17, 46 and 10. Total
-1,373.
Vance totalled 27,069 votes or
56.2 percent, to 21,077 or 43.8 percent for Clayton in the First
Judicial District race.
•

•

•

There were no surprises in Kentucky's seven congressional elections Tuesday, with the possible
exception of Democrat Terry
Mann's strong showing against
veteran Republican Rep. Gene
Snyder.
It took a massive surge of GOP
ballots in Jefferson County, home
for the 54-year-old Snyder. to turn

CCHS to be on quizshow
Calloway County High School
faces Red Bird High School in
10ET's new quiz show "The KET
Scholastic Challenge" at 9 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 11.
The program will repeat at 6:30
p.m. Saturday, Nov. 13.
"The KET Scholastic
Challenge" is an academic quiz
series for Kentucky high school
students. Students will answer
questions about history, math,
English and science, scoring
points for correct answers.
Cheerleaders and pep bands from
the school will support their
teams. The winner of this round
will face the winner of the
Franklin-Simpson versus Harrodsburg high schools' match
Feb. 17. KET will air semi-final
and final matches next spring,
where the winning teams will vie
for prestige and prize money,
which will be donated to the
schools'library funds.
Team members from Calloway
are Vincent Alton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Alton, 1606 Ryan
Ave.; Kenneth Futrell, son of Mr
and Mrs. Lanis Futrell. Rt. 7;
Mikal Grimes,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Grimes, 1615 Martin
Chapel Rd.; and Evy Jarrett,
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Odell
Jarrett, RI 5.
The alternate is Molly Imes,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Imes, Rt. 2. The faculty advisor is
Larry England,915 Robertson Rd.
Team members train Red Bird
High School, Beverly, are JoAnn
Jackson, Donna Smith, Michelle
Mowrey,Donald Holsey
Red Bird High School alternates
are Carla Colett and Melody
Kenuier.
Faculty advisors are Taylor
Collins and Delyte Ebbers. both of
the Red Bird Mission.

David King named
Chamber director
David King has been named to
the board of directors of the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, .Executive Vice President Bill Telton
announced.
King will fill the vacancy
created by the death of Dan
Miller. King was selected because
he received the next highest vote
total in the last election for
Chamber directors.
Teuton added King will continue
as chairman of the Chamber's
Ambassador's Committee, which
will host a membership meeting
Nov. 12. Additional details about
the meeting will be released at a
later date.

os

Roy Vance
Supreme Court Justice
back Mann, a young legislator
who did well in his home araa of
northern Kentucky
Mann had been considered a
longshot early in the campaign,
but received an injection of funding when state Democrats and
labor interests decided he had a
chance to upset Snyder's bid for•
10th term.
However, despite the heavy impact of the recession in the
Louisville area, the incumbent
gathered a decisive majority and
won by about a 54-46 percent close to the majority he had
forecast.
Part of Snyder's bonus came
from a heavier-than-expected
vote stemming from the proposal
to merge Louisville aside Jefferson County governments
The merger issue remained
undecided today - too close to
call.
Another referendum, the proposal to allow liquor sales on Sunday in the Lexington area in
restaurants and molds, was rejected by voters
Snyder said Mann did so well in
(Continued On Page 2)

cloudy & cold
Today mostly cloudy windy
and cold. Temperatures falling
into the 40s by sunset with north
winds 10 to 20 miles an hour an
hour and gusty. Tonight partly
cloudy and cold. Lows in the
low 30s. Northwest winds
around 10 miles an hour. Thursday continued windy and cold
with highs around 40. Northwest winds 15 to 25 miles an
hour.
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Can'tshake GOP hold on senate

Kentucky election...
(Continued From Page 1
northern Kentucky "because of
the parochialism. He never talked
about me or my issues, just that
he lived there."
None of the other congressional
contests was close.
In the 6th District, Democrat
Don Mills, who was the party's
hope early in the campaign, was
defeated resoundingly by
Republican Larry Hopkins, who
won his third straight term in a
heavily Democratic area.
Hopkins said Democrats tried
every way they could to defeat
him — through redistricting, by
getting a candidate who was from
Lexington and a party regular.
Hopkins, who defeated the
former newspaper editor by more

than 25,000 votes, is the first
Republican to hold the seat since
the Civil War.
Mills said he would concede the
race, but added, "This does not
concede that there was anything
flawed about our campaign."
The third spirited congressional
race was in the 3rd District of
Louisville, where Democrat Ron
Maibioll celebrated his 50th birthday by defeating Republican
challenger Carl Brown, a Jefferson County commissioner.
Democrat Carroll Hubbard had
no opposition in the state's 1st
Congressional District, and
Democratic veteran William Natcher trounced Mark Watson for
the second time in the 2nd
District.

Senate to send proposals
to president,regents
The Faculty Senate at Murray
State University passed two
resolutions Tuesday concerning
personnel selection to be sent to
the president and to the board of
regents for consideration.
In the first action, the senate approved 23-3 a resolution stating
"Because the new vice president
for academic programs must
work closely with the president,
we recommend that the new president of Murray State University
make the final recommendation
for this position to the Board of
Regents."
The other resolution, passed 231, stated the senate "regrets the
fact that a search committee has
been established to screen candidates for the position of vice
president of academic programs

Morning fire
destroys barn
A tobacco barn owned by Joe
Liplchan was destroyed by fire
early this morning, according to
Paul Lyles of the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad.
The barn, located off Van
Cleave Road of Highway 94 East,
contained an undetermined
amount of tobacco. The call was
received around 2 a.m.

without consultation with the
Academic Council (consisting of
deans, faculty and students which
is chaired by the vice president for
academic programs), the Faculty
Senate or the Student Senate."
Senators felt that because the
vice president works closely with
faculty, students and administration, "it be appropriate that these
bodies should have formal and
significant input into the selection
of any search committee for
university-wide positions affecting university-wide academic
positions."
The senators also sent a proposal regarding faculty elections
to the vice president for academic
programs.
Senator Melvin Henley said the
new board of regents has been
"most appreciative" of faculty input concerning the search for a
new president. He added 132 applications have been reviewed and
he expects to receive more applications this week.
The deadline for applying was
Monday and they are processed
before being presented to search
committee members. He added
that there are no local applicants
among the copies he has received.
Henley said he may received the
rest of the applications by the first
of next week.

Democrats maintain house majority
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Democratic and Republican
leaders claimed contradictory
mandates on Reaganomics today
after midterm elections in which
the Democrats strengthened their
House majority but failed to shake
the GOP hold on the Senate.
President Reagan was described as "upbeat" by White House
chief of staff James A. Baker M.
The pragmatic aide acknowledged that the election of more House
Democrats indicates ''we may

have to compromise some more"
when the 96th Congress takes office in January, but he predicted
the conservative coalition that
enabled Reagan to cut spending
and taxes would remain intact.
Baker held out hope that at least
some of the new Democrats will
''be the same kind of boll-weevil
Democrats that we've been able to
attract in the past. ... It's gonna be
tougher to pull that coalition
together in the House, but we've
by no means lost that coalition."
Democratic House Speaker

Friendship Festival
slated through Sunday
The WKMS Friendship Festival,
semi-annual fund-raiser of the
fine arts, public radio station,
runs through Sunday. The Friendship Festival raises money for the
continuation of fine radio progranuning in the five-state area.
Many special programs and
regular show features are
scheduled for the weeklong drive.
For instance, Dick Estell, host of
the nationaly acclaimed "Radio
Reader," will be in Murray to promote WKMS Thursday and Friday. And, the Oct. 23 performance
of the Paducah Symphony Orchestra was aired Tuesday, with
conductor Robert Baar guest
hosting the program.
Former WKMS program director, Rachel Oas-Hunter, is visiting
the station for a special six-hour

Marshall Gordon
reappointed to group
Dr. Marshall Gordon, vice
president for university services
at Murray State University, has
been reappointed to the Animal
Diagnostic Laboratory Advisory
Committee, according to a report
released Tuesday by 'Governor
John Y. Brown, Jr.
Also reappointed to the committee were Rep. Adrian Arnold, DMount Sterling; Dr. Charles Barnhart, Lexington; Dr. Geroge
Pickens, Mayfield; and Robert
Broadbent, Princeton.

edition of "Music From The Front
Porch" with the best in bluegrass
music Saturday from 6 a.m.-noon.
The public is invited to stop in at
the 6th floor Price-Doyle Fine Arts
Building on Murray State's campus to talk with Ms. Oas-Hunter
and other hosts of the program.
Kay Bates, professor of music
at Murray State University, will
join host Mark Reinhardt to
discuss opera and to perform
some of her favorite operatic
selections, Saturday at noon-5
p.m. on "Beauty And The Beast."
Sunday from 2 p.m.-6, "The
Band Band Era" host Bobby
Bryan is "Swingin' Through the
Years: 1930 - 1949". Bobby, Terry
and Jane Krabill will try to stump
a guest panel with questions about
composers, performers, and hit
songs of the Big Band Era. The
guest panel will include individuals from the WKMS broadcast area: Hopkinsville, Paducah,
Fulton, Murray and Paris, Tn.
WKMS is a public radio station;
it accepts no on-air advertising
and has no commercial interruptions. But it also means that
WKMS must depend on support
from its listeners, especially with
the recent budgetary aut-backs.
Community and university
volunteers are manning
telephones during the drive to accept pledges of support from the
five-state listening area. Anyone
who would like to contribute to
WKMS-FM is asked to call (502)
762-4739 and tune in at 91.3 on the
FM dial.

Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. called the
election "a disastrous defeat for
the president." He said it "showed
that America doesn't agree with
the unfairness policy of the president."
"I think what the American people said was, 'Stay the course,"
said Republican Party chairman
Richard Richards.
However, Senate Republican
leader Howard H. Baker Jr. worried aloud that the new Democrats
In the House could give O'Neill the
power to bottle up Reagan administration proposals.
"Unless we can agree in a
general way on what's gonna be
on the legislative agenda this
year, it might be difficult to get to
conference committee" where
House and Senate differences normally are ironed out, the Senate's
Baker said.
But the official White House line
was confidence. "The president's
ability to govern and lead is still
there, intact," said presidential
spokesman Larry Speakes.
Disatisfaction with Reagan
economic policies appeared to be
a factor in several races but not
enough of one to produce a
Democratic landslide. The 10.1
percent unemployment rate and
Social Security were the big issues
in Democratic campaigns.
Republican campaigners
countered by citing lower interest
and inflation rates and blaming
Democratic policies for the
economic problems.
Interviews with voters as they
left polling places found a mix of
displeasure with the results of the
Reagan economic program — but
also a reservoir of patience.
The impact of Reagan's campaigning also was mixed.
Republicans won in Utah, Wyoming and Virginia and were leading
in California — all states where
the president appeared. Reagan
also campaigned in Nevada, but it
was a split decision there with
Democrats capturing the governship and Republicans winning a
Senate seat.
In New Jersey, Montana,
Nebraska, Texas, New Mexico,
and North Carolina, where he also
campaigned, the Republican candidates lost.
The biggest political name
among the losers was Gov. Ed-

mund G. Brown Jr., twice a candidate fug the Democratic
presidential nomination., who was
beaten by San Diego Mayer Pete
Wilson in the California Senate
race.
Democrats won 246 House seats
and were leading in 21 others;
Republicans won 150 and were
leading in 16. If that trend continues the Democrats would pick
up 23 seats.
Two Georgia House seats, now
held by Democrats, will be decided in balloting Nov. 30.
In the Senate, it appeared the
Republicans would hold their 54-46
majority. Only two incumbent
senators lost, Democrat Howard
Cannon of Nevada and Republican
Harrison Schmitt of New Mexico.
The only undecided race was in
Rhode Island where Republican
Sen. John Chafee was leading.
The strongest Democratic showing was in statehouses, where they
captured seven governships held
by Republicans and were leading
in three other races.
The only Republican pickup was
in New Hampshire where John
Sununu, as college professor,
upset Democratic Gov. Hugh
Gallen, who may have been a victim of his refusal to pledge not to
raise taxes. Republican George
Deukmejian was leading Mayor
Tom BradiPy of Los Angeles in the
race to succeed Brown.
The states where the Democrats
took over the governship were
Arkansas, Ohio, Minnesota,
Michigan, Nebraska, Nevada,
Texas and Wisconsin. Democrats
also were leading in Alaska and Illinois.
One of the biggest surprises was
in Iiiinnis where former Sen. Adlai
Stevenson III was leading
Republican Gov. James Thompson, who had been heavily favored
to win a third term.
George Wsllace won a fourth
term in Alabama, Bill Clinton a
second in Arkansas, Mike Dukakis
returned to the statehouse in
Massachusetts as did Rudy Perpich in Minnesota. All are
Democrats.
Schmitt, a former astronaut bidding for a second six-year term,
was beaten by Jeff Birtgaman, the
state attorney general, in a contest in which personality was as
much a factor as any other issue:
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CLEARANCE

E.T. CARD GAME
Great card game for 2 to 4
players. Be the first to get 4
cards depicting malor scenes
from the film. Watch out for
danger cards. Ages 4 to 8
807-2498

NERF PING PONG
Adtustable net goes on any
table. 2 Nerl balls won't mar
furniture. 2 blow molded
paddles. 803-1031

MERLIN
Game c!electronic wizardry. Has
voice, Itnguag• and intelligence of
very own. Counters your moves with
own strategy. 6 different games in
one hand-held unit. 807-8800

SORRY
A game that combines skill and chance controlled by the draw of
cards. To win you must get your players around the board first. 2 to
4 players. 808-0848

BOGGLE
Players race against timer arid opponents to make as many words as
thsy car. Ages 8 to adult. 807-9857

All In Stock Reduced

20 TO 60°A)

OFF
SUGGESTED MANUFACTURES

Such Famous Brands As:
Bassett - Singer
American Drew
Lea - Universal

Choose From
*Oak *Pine *Maple
*Cherry *Pecan

Sale
1099

RAZZLE
One on one competition of mental agility
and quickness Race for words as players
try and find word of 4 or more letters and
say it first to score. 2 players, ages 8 to
'dun 807-91124

SURVIVE
Rescue people from volcanic island
before it blows up Ages 8 to adult.
2 to 4 players 807-9279

STRAWBERRY
SHORTCAKE
BERRY-GO-ROUND
Fast paced game where kids spin the
carousel, stop it with a strawberry.
select a strawberryland character and
match 11 10 their cards. Ages 4 to 8.
2 to 4 play.. 808-0269

Coast To Coast Hardware
Central Center
753-8604

Open
8:30-9:00 Mon.-Sat.
12:00-6:00 Sun.
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Court needs time
The US.Supreme Court is feeling the full Impact
et the illiplien espiesion. The number of petitions
flhod with Ihe edit be. risen from 2,000 in 111$1 to
nearly 4,500 last term. Before the court's new term
ends in early July, the manbers of the high court
must decide the 125 cases already before them, plus
50 or 80 new cases. But that is a nearly impossible
task.
"There is a limit to human endurance," Justice
William Brennan aptly observed early in October.
Realistically, Brennan said,,the court can handle
only about 150 cases each year. With the current
backlog, cases accepted this year won't be decided
for several years.
Brennan is but one of six high court justices to
complain about the workload. Justice John Paul
Stevens blames the court for "unnecessary
lawmaking" - taking cases it should leave alone.
Justice Byron White estimates that only about 20
percent of the cases that come before the court
deserve serious attention. But all petitions must be
examined in order to be rejected or accepted.
Justice Thurgood Marshall says the burden has led
to hasty summary decisions and a cavalier attitude
toward civil rights.
There's no doubt that the escalating caseload
threatens the quality of the court's work. The
justices can no longer devote adequate time to important cases and must delegate too much power to
subordinates. The court's opinions, once the product of careful judicial thought, are now drafted by
squadrons of law clerks on word processors and
hurriedly edited by the justices. Justice William
Rehnquist muses, not entirely in jest, that eventually the court may be moved to decide an issue and
commission an "opinion writing bureau" to
manufacture a document justifying the result.
To forestall such ridiculousness, the justices offer
specific solutions. A proposal by Stevens - a new
court to choose the docket-is the worst, because it
would rob the Supreme Court of its important power
to decide which cases warrant its attention. But
there are other, better ways to trim the workload.
A bill in Congress would expand the court's power
to deny requests for review. The justices could help
by exercising that discretion, and by restraining
their tendency to issue so many individual opinions.
Instead, they could negotiate among themselves in
each case to combine their views in a single opinion
for the majority, with a similar collective effort by
the dissenting minority. With discipline and congressional help, the high court should be able to
slow its hectic pace.

Marczy Ledger it Times

agree or not

by s.c."oscura.

Officials holding to claim recovery just ahead
FRANKFORT - There may be a
bright spot in Kentucky's future
Instead of the dim financial prospects
painted by state officials.
The gloomy side of the picture is
that a shortfall of $75 or $80 million
may develop this fiscal year according to Cabinet Secretary George
Fischer. In preparation for such an
event, state agencies have been asked to submit plans for as much as a
five percent reduction in expenditure
without eliminating employees.
However, freeze on hiring, excepting those absolutely necessary, was
recommended. Agencies also were
asked not to fill some unfilled positions.
The bright spot is that "we have
signs that the economy may have hit
an upturn," Revenue Commissioner
Ronald Geary said in a telephone interview. "We think some recovery

darted in October We are net askimg
for a revision in revenue eathnebee,
nor do we want to make any projections."
Geary said Revenue wants to
monitor receipts for October and
November before making any decision. This would be some time in
December for November reports
which would then leave another six
months, beginning in January, to
make adjustments
Geary was asked if natural attrition of date workers would not bring
down spending to account for the expected boss, he said the administration didn't want to plan on job loss.
One sign of the wreaking economy is
the reduction in the number of people
lost through attrition recently. The
figure dropped to 13 percent for the
last three months while it was at 15
percent from last January to June.

This accounted for deaths.
retirements and raigaiittorts aniong
the 31,11118 date employees
la the mere prepared 11711a. attrition rum frine 3111 le8percent annually Part of this change maybe attributed to ingentseineat in basic
salaries for state employees as opposed to the private sector State
employment was a training ground
for private business before the sailer)
schedules were made comparable in
the early lfftlan
In the meantime, national
economists are pointing to a worldwide recession while both political
parties are trying to blame one
another during this election year
and it will become worse next year
unless conditions improve
Last year's budget was $2.3 billion,
but the state actually collected $2.351
billion. At the end of the year there
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50K,the cocaine smuggling idea didn't woe( out... Can we keep the company
afloat wtth the movie rights, book royalties and talk show tees?"

by john cunniff

business mirror
NEW YORK (AP) - Strip away
his jet set, swinger, socialite and
alleged criminal labels and what you
see in John De Lorean, the
automaker accused of dealing in cocaine, is thoroughly American, says
Eugene Jennings.
De Lorean, said Jennings - whose
academic endeavors cross many
disciplines, including psychology,accounting and management - is an
ordinary American entrepreneur, a
risk-taker, a doer, a mover, a frail
and error-prone person.
"He belongs to a class of people
which has of late been heralded as
what America needs to get moving
again, but which is also roundly
castigated when they appear to be
without clothes," the professor,
author and consultant said.
As an entrepreneur there is little
exceptional or unique about De
Lorean, said Jennings, among whose
many books is "The Executive In
Crisis," a study of why corporate
leaders fail. "He is a very ordinary
individual, so much so that he made
all the classic mistakes that beset entrepreneurs."
To understand De Lorean, said
Jennings, who has spent his adult life
analyzing the corporation and advising the people in it, there are four
distinct types of American entrepreneurs:
1. The inventor, such as Thomas
Alva Edison, who builds an organization to either create or sell his product.
2. The innovator, such as Henry
Ford, who builds an organization to
exploit a young or growing market
through unique changes in the product, such as development of the
Model T.
3. The dealer, or capitalist risktaker, known today as the venture
capitalist, who finances the company
in expectation of a high return.
4. The maverick, who sets up his
own company in protest to his feelings of extreme huzniliation and
frustration and his craving for independence and fame.
Jennings maintains that some of
all four motives is in each entrepreneur, but that each also has
one of the four as a central, driving
force."De Lorean is a maverick type
who discovered he could not live in
the other guy's world and so had to
create his own," the Michigan State
University professor said.
In seeking to build his own empire,
Jennings continued, De ',ocean fell
Into some age-old traps, including

these:
1. Undercapitalization. He grossly underestimated the rate at which
he would burn up capital and cash in
going from R&D (research and
development) to the showroom."
2. The rush-to-market trap. "He
borrowed freely from other vehicles
and produced a car without any

redeeming qualities. He spent too little time attempting to remove the imperfections, especially in windows
and doors."
3. I-can-do-it-all trap. "He grossly
overestimated his knowledge and
ability, and declined to bring in and
tolerate experts who might have filled the voids."

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton ST., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am an eldrly,
widowed lady. I receive a small
social security check and a monthly
rental check from a home I own
which has two apartments in it. I
always deposit my rent check and
social security check on the same
day each month. I always keep my
deposit credit slips from the bank in
case they don't credit my account
with the deposit - except for last
month. I don't know what I have done
with the credit deposit receipt from
the bank They have credited my account with the scoial security check,
but the rent check seems to be "lost"
What am I to do? S.B.
ANSWER: If a bank should lose a
check that you deposit to your account, you will have to contact the
person who issued it and have them
write you a new check (and place a
"stop-payment" on the lost check.)
Banks have no legal responsibility
for lost checks. That's why it is a
good practice to record the number,
amount and origin of each check that
you deposit on your deposit slip and
always keep the deposit receipt that
the bank gives you. So, simply contact your renters, explain the situation and have them give you another
check.
HEARTLINE: I recently received
my copy of your "Almanac for Older
Americans" and am really impressed with the wealth of information
that you have put altogether in one
book. I am on a fixed income and
thought that the book would make
nice Christmas gifts for my two
sisters and several friends. I also
want to present one to our church
library It's difficult to find a nice gift

11 they are looking for a place to
cut, some of the highly paid new
employees put into unfilled positions
by the Brown administration could
be cut instead of some career
employees The highway department
Is one place to start looking

looking back
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Attitudes wrong
-Conversations with two acquaintances illustrate
a self-defeating attitude many Americans now
carry about the state of the economy and its meaning for them.
One friend confided that her family needs a new
car. They've tested several models and know which
they'd like to buy. But, she said, they've decided to
postpone the purchase. "How can we park a spanking new car in front of our house," she asked,
"when the husband next door just lost his job?"
"Besides," she said,"I'm just not comfortable with
the economy's direction. Who knows what could
happen next?"
The second friend expressed similar sentiments.
He avoids dining out because it makes him feel guilty and ill at ease with unemployment at 10.1 percent. He needs a new suit- his first in 10 years and the family washer is on its last legs. His job is
not in foreseeable jeopardy, but still he's avoided
the purchases out of guilt at his good fortune and
worries abut the future.
Both friends' concern for others is commendable,
but the response is wrong. Recessions are selective: Some get hurt while others survive or even
thrive.
Survivors and thrivers only prolong the misery if
they curtail their spending out of a misplaced sense
of guilt or an unreasoned, vague sense of worry.
The American economy is poised to make at least
a partial recovery. Interest rates are falling, inflation is down and the Federal Reserve Board has
loosened its grip on the money supply, at least temporarily. Two worries remain: Can Congress and
the president get control of the federal budget, and
will consumers show confidence in the economy by
picking up the pace of retail sales? Individuals cannot do much directly about Congress and the
budget, but they can supply the missing consumer
confidence. With most of the other elements in
plaoe for recovery, consumer fears that the
economy will not get better may help ensure that it
does not.
We're not suggesting that family budgets be bent,
nor that people overload themselves with personal
debt. But the best help the working 89.9 percent can
give the unemployed 10.1 percent is to make prudent purchases of items they need and can afford.

was a $42 a:ahem werples, but $14
minion of this went to the motive
out of the coal several tax. Waving
the Mate a surplus of PS minim that
can be mod to sense the shortfall
This year's budget was eetunated
for a 12 percent increase
The Brown administrations
sloganeering and efforts to bolster
the state's economy have not been
sufficient to buck Ow downtrend
despite the rosy pkisre painted in
tlw Reader's Digest
However, the administration
should be E'en credit for trying

for anyone for under $10. The reason
I am writing, didn't you used to give
a discount on the Almanac for orders
of three or more? T.K.
ANSWER: Yes, we still give the
discount. The book normally sells for
9.95 but on orders of 3-10, the books
are $9.00 each. On orders over 10, the
price is $7.95 per copy. To order in
time for Christmas delivery, orders
must be received no later than
November 17th. Send orders needed
by Christmas to Heartline Almanac,
Dept. c, 114 east Dayton St., West
ALexandria,Ohio 45381.
HEARTLINE: My mother hit* nen
old. She has developed a condition of
the colon that restricts her diet. She
loves nuts and some seeds, but can't
have them anymore. I am getting
ready to start my Christmas baking,
and she loves cookies and cakes with
nuts. Since she can't have them, is
there anything that can be
substituted that might satisfy her'
J.F.
ANSWER: We haven't tried it yet,
but one nutritionist said that quick
cook oats browned in a small amount
of butter makes a good, and ecnomical substitute for chopped nuts

Ton years ago
Construction on the new football
stadium at Murray State Uruversity
is expected to be resumed full-scale
by the middle of November
Deaths reported include 011ie
Ball,65
Dedication services for the new
building of Calvary Temple First
Pentecostal Church of God. Highway
641 South, will be Sunday The Rev
J W Stalls will be the speaker
Births reported include • girl to
Mr and Mrs. Terry Stalls. a boy to
Mr and Mrs. Darrell Hopkins and •
boy to Mr. and Mrs James B
Buchanan,Jr., anon Oct 30
Marshall Jones of Murray, a
former ambassador for the United
States, was guest speaker at a
meeting of the Zeta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
Twenty years ago
The Murray Civitan Club started
its annual fruit cake sale with •
kickoff luncheon meeting
Deaths reported include Joao
Brooks Brinn,IS
!him Jean Willis, teacher at School
of New Hope for Retarded Children,
spoke at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club at the Murray Woman's
Club House. She was introduced by
Wilson Gantt.
The Hawkins quartet of Paducah
will sing at homecoming at Kirksay
United Methodist Church on Nov 4,
according to the Rev Johnson
Easley. pastor
Elvis H. Bullard, vice president of
Freed-Hardernan College, Henderson, Tenn., will speak Sunday at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ
Thirty years ago
A record turnout is expected
tomorrow in Calloway County for the
presidential election. The only local
offices being voted on are city and
county school board members.
Deaths reported include Ray Boatwright,50.
Sgt. Joe N. Cohan has been assigned to duty in Europe from Columbia,
S.C. His wife is the former Juanita
Futrell. They have one son, Joe Max
Sgt. Cohoon is the son of Mr and Mrs.
Euphrey Cohoon
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Russell, Oct
a girl to Mr. and Mrs Ross
Chumbler, Oct. 23, and a boy to Mr
and Mrs. James Geurin and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Mac Bone, both on
Oct. 24.

n,

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Nearly ten years ago, the timemanagement consultant Alan Lakem
wrote a how-to book with the explicit
title How to Get Control of Your
Time ruid Your Life.
Following series of suggestions
about list-making, priority-setting,
and planning ("bringing the future
into the present so you can do
something about it now", Lakem includes a Last-resort technique known
as "positive procrastination."
Sit Ins chair and do nothing. That's
right - nothing. Don't read a book.
don't shuffle papers, don't tackle
your knitting, don't watch TV - just
sit completely sit
Lakein believes that if you do this
for fifteen or twenty minutes, ''you
should become very uneasy" Your
uneasiness will finally drive you to
get up and tactile that important task
which you have been putting off
If you don't fall asleep first.
To order a copy of all Thoughts in
Sawn published over the past three
years
in paperback - call Alida
Graves at 759-4901 or Susan Hart at
753-3474
Proceeds from the sale of this book
will support the Murray-Calloway
County Comprehensive Care Center
and Murray-Calloway County
Needline Association.
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CARTER-ROBERTSON VISITORS — As a part of Fire Prevention
Murray City Firemen visited Carter-Robertson Centers to discuss their Mite
fire safety. After a safety program presented by Willie B. Ferias's,librarian,
the firemen,the children observed the hook and ladder truck as Firemen S
shire and Haugh demonstrate, aide photo, and, top photo, Fireman Ha
answers questions about his job and choice of careers.

Brenda Jones directs program for sorority group
SIX GENERATIONS were noted in this family when this picture was taken
Sept. 27, but Mrs. Ola Carson, seated, holding her great-great-great granddaughter, Ashley Cook, died Oct. 29 at the age of 100. On her left is her greatgreat-granddaughter, Mrs. Brad (Dee Dee) Cook. Standing, from left, are Mrs.
Ralph (Judith) Darnell, great-granddaughter of Mrs. Carson, Mrs. James
(Ruby) Hargis, granddaughter of Mrs. Carson, and Mrs. Ola Carson, wife of the
late Lloyd Carson who died in 1980, daughter-in-law of Mrs. Carson.
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Friends of Calloway Public Library
elect new officers, plan activities
The Friends of the the library with Vice
Calloway County Public President Charles Wynn
Library met recently at presiding in the absence

Jones and Keuler vows
to be said on Saturday
Miss Nancy Ann Jones,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Conrad H. Jones of Murcentral cantor 753-3314 ray, has completed plans
for her wedding to
Thomas John Keuler of
Paducah.
Dr. Walter E. Mischke,
7:15,910
Jr., will perform the double ring ceremony on
The night
Nov. 6, at 6:30
Saturday,
no one
First United
at
the
p.m.
comes home.
Methodist Church.
HALLOWLE111
The bride-elect will be
SEASON OF
THE WITCH
E
given in marriage by her
father.
710.855
Her matron of honor
will be her sister, Mrs.
William Wilson.
Bridesmaids will be Mrs.
National Lampoon's
George Long of Benton
Class
and Mrs. Lyold Hinton of

3

CHERI

Owensboro.
Richard Wilson and
Bradford Wilson,
nephews of the brideelect, will be ringbearers.
John Freed of Paducah
will serve as•best man far
Mr. Keuler. Groomsmen
will be David Denton of
Paducah and Larry Titus
of Texas.
Ushers will be brothers
of the groom-elect, along
with Don Brown of
Paducah.
A reception will follow
the ceremony at the Murray Country Club.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Reunion (R)
7 05 9 00

lignmr!
AT RIDGE/11001T NIGH
lhavorno. 04,14
04,Om 114•1
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chaebnit at. 753-3314

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN
6. . i 7-15
NUR thru SUN.

Italian Spaghetti
Special
$ 1 49
With Garlic Bread

From the peopie who
brought gm "Animal Name

CtAss REu

Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only
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BLADE RUNNER(I)

free Refills

On Drinks

99' Special For Kids
Wednesday 11AM 10PM

HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH

FABRIC SALE
Corduroy - Wide Wale & Regular
60" & 45" Wide $2880.

Wool Si Wool Blends $48A.
Entire Stock 60" Wide Values To S7.98

/4" No-Roll Elastic 3 yds.$1 °
Interfacing 3 ids.$1 oo

THE ACES®

Fall coffees scheduled
at various local homes

oonlIght
dness
This Saturday Night
7:00 P.M. To 10:00 P.M.
'Bargains Galore
'Contests
'$250 In Gift Certificate
Prizes

All Patterns 1 /2 price
With Purchase Of Fabric

*Music By Crosswinds
'Giveaways
*Refreshments

Check Friday's Ledger And Times For Complete Details!

Murray Sewing Center

SINGER

A group discussion was were served by Mrs. Center, Mrs. Nunnally, served by the Executive
president, welcomed pro- Board.
conducted by Mrs. Jones Jones.
•
members to the
Visitors were Beth
spective
on how conversation has
Other guests were
Adams, Kristi Washam,
evolved and the different Kathy Wrye, Patsy Car- model meeting.
Pam Curd, Kathy Wrye,
ways persons can com- rico, Beth Adams, Pam
The program was en- Patsy Carrico, JoAnn
municate besides verbal- Curd and Kristi Washam.
"Communication In Mathis and Aileen Green.
ly.
Other members present titled
Members present were
Laurie Rollins, vice were Peggy Shoemaker, BSP." Each officer
president, presided in the Martha Ryan, Debbie discussed her job and Joyce Nunnally, Laurie
absence of Joyce Nunnal- Miller, Debbie Villaflor, how she communicates it Rollins, Sue Smith, Wanly, president. Linda Debbie Woods, Sue to the chapter. A visual da Miles, Debbie Pardue,
Darnell of Preceptor Smith, Wanda Miles, Lin- display qf items used by Debbie Miller, Debbie
Omicron Chapter was a da Lane and Mary Ann each person to help ex- Villaflor, Mary Ann Barplain their offices was row, Krista Crass, Brenguest.
Barrow.
shown. A question and da Jones, Donna
Refreshments of hot
of President Lucille cider and trick-or-treat
At the Oct. 7th meeting answer session followed. Maynard, Martha Ryan
Potts.
Refreshments were and Peggy Shoemaker.
bags filled with goodies of the chapter 4the Ellis
The annual membership meeting is in OcRUB SILVERWARE
Rub silverware with damp salt to remove egg
tober each year following
stains.
a Board of Directors
meeting in September.
Plans were made for
the week of Nov. 1-6 to be
BOBBY WOLFF
designated as Membership Week with members
manning tables set up in
11-3-A
NORTH
the Library and the Arts
"Men heap together the
4QJ7 2
mistakes of their lives, and
Annex to accept dues.
VAQ.17 3
create a monster they call
The dues schedule is as
•10 8 3
Desitiny." — John 0.
42
follows and is tax deducHobbes.
table: Individual
WEST
EAST.
--107
*A 4
members $3; OrganizaMRS. DONALD JONES, seated, chairman of
V8 6 5 2
WIC 9.4
tional Members 110; Con-4,71141
• Q
"
signs
up
Mrs.
Roy
Women's
Society
Coffees,
today's
PASU
srecilrer
loses
it
tributing Members $25;
4AJ9 6 5
44E4)474
socials.
touch
and
go
game,
he
is
one
of
the
fall
participation
in
Helton
for
and Lifetime $50 and up.
SOUTH
likely to blame it on destiny.
Anyone interested in pro4K 10 9 8 6 3
Those who are careful
moting and supporting
10
enough to make their own
•AJ95
library services may
destiny plan ahead to avoid
4 10 3
become a member.
the trap.
Many on-going projects
North's cue bid of two Vulnerable: North-South.
are supported by the
clubs is the Michael's Dealer: West. The bidding:
State
UniversiMurray
Hassell,
Joe
Rose,
John
Friends, such as various
Convention, describing at
children's projects and ty Women's Society has Mylroie, Harold least 5-4 in the majors and West North East South
44
24
34
planned
the
annual
fall
Eversmeyer,
David
the landscaping of library
7-11 HCP — a poor man's Pass
Pass
Pass
members.
coffees
for
its
Groppel,
Gowans,
Stan
grounds. Two new protakeout double.
Carole Holcomb, presi- Modest Jeffrey and Miss Declarer wins the first
jects under consideration
are artistic lighting for dent of the society, and Ruby Smith as hostesses. diamond with his ace since Opening lead: Diamond
there's no point in ducking king
display areas in the Bonnie Jones, chairman
meeting room and dark of the coffees, invite each Friday, Nov. 12, from and he's already at the key
member of the Women's 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. at the point in play. Should he do
room equipment.
and the defenders get only
New officers were Society to attend one of home of Mrs. Vernon the "natural" thing and lead three tricks.
Gantt, 1205 Mimosa Lane, a trump?
elected as slated: Dr. the coffees.
The individual with Mesdames Gantt, If he does, West will hop
Bid with The Aces
Stan Hendrickson, president; Charles Wynn, vice hostesses will also con- Harry Whayne, Hugh up with his ace, cash his diapresident; Betty Thomp- tact members of the Noffsinger, Maurice mond queen and then lead a South ileitis: 11-3-B
Christopher, Jim Happy, low club to East's queen.
son, secretary; Dr.. society.
.5
Coffees will be as Andrew Kellie, Wadi East will wonder why he
James Byrn, treasurer;
K 94
won that trick, but not for
Miss
and
follows:
Mahfoud
64 2
and B. J. Berrill, Harvey
long.
Back
comes
a
third
Saturday, Nov. 6, from Frances Brown as
4KQ87 4
Ellis and Clara Humdiamond and West ruffs for
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. at the hostesses.
phrey,directors.
one down.
Mrs.
Harry
home
of
13,
from
Saturday,
Nov.
A program of "Songs of
How does a thinking man North South
the 40's" was presented Sparks with Mesdames 9 to 11 a.m. at the home of avoid this trap? The answer 10
1 NT
by Amy Jarman, ac- Sparks, Joe Rigsby, An- Mrs. Don Jones, 1608 is so simple that it's difficult 2 NT
companied by Oneida thony Lawton, Irma La Keenland Dr., with to see. After winning his
White. A skit titled "What Follette, Alice Koenecke, Mesdames Jones, Ben diamond ace, instead of ANSWER:Three no trump.
Do You Know About Your Jean Hamra and James Humphreys, Joe Baust, leading trumps, declarer Eight HCP and a good five
Ruby Krider, Frank Ed- should lead a club. The card suit should offer a
Library, Anyway?" was Erwin as hostPcsPs.
Tuesday,
Nov.
9,
from
wards, Stephen Brown, defense can win in either decent play for game.
presented by Lynn
--Hewitt, Dorothy Norris 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at the Wilson Gantt, Thomas hand, but the trick comes
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
and Margaret Trevathan. home of Mrs. M.D. Gray, Marvin Mills and too early to score the vital P.O. Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 73225,
Refreshments of tea Hassell, 502 South 16th Miss Ann Carr as diamond ruff. It's now safe with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
St., with Mesdames hostessee.
to knock out the trump ace for reply
and cake were served.
--dmommell•-••••
Brenda Jones directed
the program on "Communication Through Conversation" at meeting of
the Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi Sorority. It was on
Oct. 21 at the Ellis Community Center.

753-532c3
Bel-Air Ad
Cente

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

Murray, Kentucky.

WeAre
Closing!
Entire Uniform Dept.

40-50%

Off

Entire Sportswear Dept.

1 /3 r,
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Wilson-McCollon vows to be said on Saturday
Miss Claydean IMOD
Phill K. MeCalion
howr
1fl plans for
as Saturday, Now. 11, at 6:11 p.m.
at Northoide Baptist
Church, 6 1 1 West
Lockridge St., Mayfield.
The Rev. James Tharp,
Mayfield, and the Rev.
Bob Dotson, Kirksey, will
officiate. Music will be by
Donnie Hendrix of Murray, pianist; Mrs. Betty
Kincer of Mayfield,
organist; Gary Sanderson of Mayfield and Mrs.
Mona Lisa Whitlock of
Gravel Switch, cousin of
the bride-elect, soloists.
Scripture readings will be
by the Rev. Mark McCallon of Murray, brother
of the groom-elect.
Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
F. Wilson of Mayfield and
Mr. and Mrs. Howard K.
McCallon of Murray.
Miss Wilson has chosen
her cousin, Miss Carla
Murphy of Lexington as
maid of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Miss
Rita Dowdy of
Owensboro, Miss Joey
Frazier of St. Charles,
Ill., Miss Alison Haxton of
Waynesville, Ohio, and
Miss Alexa Walker of

Clarksville, Te1111.
Junior maid of honor
will be Miss Stephanie
Dillinghsm of Mayfield
and junior bridesmaid
will be Miss Tabitha
Janes of Mayfield.
Flower girls liii be Miss
Jenny Sanderson of
Mayfield and Miss Saresa
Ellis of Murray, niece of
the groom-elect.
Mr. McCallon has
chosen Capt. Doug McCann of Corpus Christi,
Texas, as best man.
Groomsmen will be Billy
Dale Smith and Mark McCallon, brother of the
groom-elect, both of Murray, Wesley Harris of
Bowling Green and Craig
Mathis of Mayfield.
Junior groomsmen will
be Brian Whitlock of
Gravel Switch and Chris
Roller of Lexington, both
cousins of the bride-elect
Ring bearers will be Ben
Roller of Lexington,
cousin of the bride-elect,
and Kevin Crouch of
Mayfield.
Serving as ushers will
be Neil Lanham and Brad
Lanham of Gravel
Switch, cousins of the
bride-elect, Bret Cude of
Bowling Green and
Richard Askew of

Princeton.
Mrs_ Donna Sanderson
of Mayfield will be wedding coordinator Miss
Leaky Murphy of Lexington, cousin of the
bride-elect. will preside
at the guest register.
Diatributing wedding prograins will be Miss Lori
Crouch of Mayfield.
A reception will follow
the ceremony.
Serving will be Mrs.

Tammy Mix and Mn.
Jana Clones of
Mrs. NNW Caetwrightof
The descendents of the See
NkCisre and
Leuiseille, Mies Lowrie Mary Jane AlLr
McClure will Mee a remise
Brwmhey et East Prairie, on Sunday. Nov. 7, at
Cioununity Re= of IWO
Mo., Mrs. Tonle Ellis of Branch of Peoples Beet
A potluck dieser mil be
Murray, Mater of the served about 1 p.m.
groom-elect, and Mn.
Mary Collins of Murray.
cousin of the groom-elect
Mr. and Mrs. Gies H. Jones of Murray esseesare
All friends and the adoption of their children. Robert Michael.
relatives are invited to at- and Candace Melnik,2. They arrived at the Jesse'
tend the wedding and the home on Oct.&
reception.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ilebsim Jesse of
Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Leland Games el Maltribb.
and Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Beck at Gays. M.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Lizzie Hoeft el
Valparaiso. Ind., and Mr. and Mrs Luther Beck of
Church.
Sullivan, Ill.
Scarcity-Abundance"
will be the theme of the
program with the guest
Karen Cresner, granddaughter of Robert and
speaker being Dr. Dannie Dorothy Perry at Murray, will perform
as
E. Harrison, associate Cherubino in the Memphis State University
Opera
professor and director of Theatre production of "The Marriage
of Figaro"
center for economic Nov 44. Performances are at 11 p.m. in
MSU's Hareducation, Murray State ris Music Auditorium in the music building
on CenUniversity.
tral Avenue, Memphis.
Soloist for the program
Miss Cremer, a meno-imoprano, is studying for a
will be Judy Henry, ac- master's degree in vocal performance
at Memphis
cording to Mrs. Hugh State. Her opera credits
include performances in
Noffsiner, program "Faust" and "Hamlet."
She also has appeared in
chairman.
"Madame Butterfly" and "My Fair Lady."
Mrs. Lowell King,
president of CWU, said
born
this meeting is open to all
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mark
Hurter,
Mountain
View.
Christian Women of Murray and Calloway County, Calif., are the parents of a son, Kart Thomas,
/
2 ounces, born Sunday,
as well as the general weighing nine pounds 51
Sept. 26, at Stanford Medical Center Hospital there
public.
The father is assistant manager of 7-11 Grocery,
and the mother, the former Beth Richardson, is an
engineer with Lockheed Space and Missile Center.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bethel Richardson
of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. H.C. Hurter at NorFriday, Nov.5
thport,
Ala.
Murray-Calloway County
Park. For information
call 759-1752.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted
Murray Moose Lodge Masons will meet Saturday, Nov. 6, at 7 p.m. at the
will have games at 8 p.m. lodge hall with work in the Fellow Craft Degree.
and music by Johnnie Rob Edd Parrish, master of the lodge, invites all
Beaver from 8:30 p.m. to Fellow Craft Masons to attend.
naidnight at lodge hall.

McClure reunion Sunday

Koren Crerner in opera

Mork Thomas Hurter

Dannie E. Harrison
meeting on Friday, Nov.
5, at 7 p.m. in the chapel
of the First Baptist

Coming community events
Wednesday,Nov.3
Thursday, Nov. 4
Conversational Spanish information call 759-1067
Classes, Volunteers, or 753-6089.
Staff, Trustees and
Friends of Calloway
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
Public Library will have of Beta Sigma Phi will
a Spanish potluck dinner meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
at 5:30 p.m. at the Center.
library.
Preceptor Omicron
Supper by Murray Chapter of Beta Sigma
Women of the Moose is Phi will meet at Calloway
scheduled at 6 p.m. at Library Annex at 7:30
lodge.
p.m.

Friday, Nov.5
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Community Theatre
will present "The Haunting of Hill House" at 8
p.m. in Playhouse in

Temple Hill plans meeting

LEXINGTON, Ky.
Mothers Morning Out (AP) — Bob Dixon may
will be at 8:30 p.m. at be the driver, but he's
Good Shepherd United never in the driver's seat.
His unusual mode of
Methodist Church.
transportation has been
Cherry Corner Baptist
Mothers Day Out will causing double takes
Church mission groups
around Lexington for
are scheduled to meet at7 be at 9 a.m. at First Bap- about three weeks.
tist
Church.
p.m. at church.
Dixon, 30, travels is a
special
wheelchairSenior
Citizens acMission groups of Flint
adapted
sidecar
attached
Baptist Church are tivities will be from 10 to a Honda 750cc motora.m.
to
2 p.m. at Hazel
scheduled to meet at 7
and Douglas Centers and cyle. At first glance, it app.m. at church.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at pears to be a riderless
motorcycle with a man
Administrative Board Ellis Center.
sitting in a wheelchair atand Campaign Workers
Bazaar workshop will tached.
Dinner will be at 6 p.m. at
"I get a lot of people
First United Methodist be at 7 p.m. in Fellowship staring at me," Dixon
Hall
of
First
Church.
said. "Everywhere I go, I
Presbyterian Church.
World Hunger Banquet
Blood River Mission
will be at 5:45 p.m. at
First Baptist Church. Board will meet at 6 p.m.
Reservations should be at Salem Baptist Church,
Lynn Grove.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
made by Tuesday noon.
(AP) — Carol Franklin
"The Haunting of Hill and Melinda McClelland
Mission groups of Sinking Spring Baptist House" will be presented have always been close
Church will meet at 7 by Community Theatre at friends, but their
8 p.m. in Playhouse in togetherness is about to
p.m.
Murray-Calloway County end.
Thursday, Nov. 4
Park. For information
The residents of suburBanquet for all groups call 759-1752.
ban Louisville worked
of Ladies Tennis of MurCalloway Athletic together as labor and
ray Country Club will be
Boosters Club will meet delivery nurses at
at 6:30 p.m. at the club.
at 7:30 p.m. in Library of Louisville's Methodist
Calloway County High Evangelical Hospital.
Calloway Chamber
They found out about
School. Board of direcBoosters will meet at 7
the same time earlier this
tors will meet at 7 p.m.
p.m. at Calloway County
year that they were pregHigh School.
nant. Then they learned
Friday, Nov.5
World Community Day they both probably would
Murray Women of the by Church Women United have twins.
Moose Lodge will meet at will be at 7 p.m. in chapel
And, finally, they both
8 p.m. at lodge hall.
delivered-twins Thursday
of First Baptist Church.
night, each through
Garden Department of
Mothers Morning Out Caesarean section. Both
Murray Woman's Club will be at 9 a.m. at First had a boy and a girl.
will meet at 1 p.m. at the Christian Church.
The McClelland babies
club house.
— Leah Alice and August
Members of Home Tyler — were born just
Murray Civitan Club Department of Murray after 8 p.m. Thursday.
will meet at 7 p.m. at Big Woman's Club will meet The Franklin babies —
Joe's Restaurant.
at 1 p.m. at club house to Matthew Aaron and
prepare for Saturday Laurie Elizabeth — arrivParents Anonymous yard sale.
ed just before midnight,
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
although they weren't

can't get off the thing
without someone coming
up to me and asking
about it."
Dixon said one reason
for the curiosity is that
his wheelchair sidecar is
apparently the first of its
kind in Kentucky and one
of only about 150 in the
country.
Another reason for the
stares, Dixon said, is.the
tricks he likes to play
with his setup. His
favorite is when his
friend, Henry Poage,
rides backward on the
motorcycle as Dixon
operates the controls
from the sidecar.

Southwest Calloway Elementary School will have
Its annual Fall Festival, "Kartoon Karnival,"
Saturday, Nov. 6, from 6 to 9 p.m. Students will be
admitted free but admission for adults will be 50
cents. Food will be available in school cafeteria
from 6 to 8:30 p.m. Also featured will be game
booths and a make-up booth.
Drawings for an Atari Video Game Computer
with three game cartridges and a miniature furnished Log Cabin hand crafted by Brown Martin
will be made. Door prizes also will be given away.
The Special Education Class will sponsor a silent
auction with many special items included with
funds toaid the eines activities. Rita Burton is coordinator for the festival.

KWW board will meet

HOMECOMING SERVICES
With

Rev. C. L. Morrison
Pastor, Gateway Tabernacle
St. Louis, Missouri
Services 7:30 Nightly Wed.-Fri. Nov. 3-5
Sunday Services Nov. 7
Sunday School 10:00 A.M.
Sunday Morning Worship 11:00 A.M.
With Potluck Dinner In Fellowship Hall
Following Sunday Morning Service
And Gospel Sing At 2:00 P.M. Sunday
Featuring: Gateway Tabernacle Singers
(Nursery Provided For All Services)

Calvary Temple
Miry. 641 Seed

Fee Mere Information Call

Taylor-Cleorwood
vows said Oct. 15

Ma Celia B. Taylor and Michael I. Clearwood
were married Friday. Oct. I& In Marshall, Mich
Their attendants were Mr. and Mrs Jeffrey
&nesse of Marshall. Mick. brother-In-law and
sister of the groom
The bride is the daughter of Mr and Mrs Cecil
Taylor of Alma. She is the granddaughter of Mr
and Mrs. Dewey Lampkins of Murray and of Mrs
T.W.Taylor and theist. Mr Taylor of Almo
Parents of the groom are Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Clearwood of Alpena, Mich. He Is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Clearwood of Alpena and of
the late Mr and Mrs. Ed Deist, also at Alpena
The new Mrs. Clearwood is a graduate of Murray
State University Mr Clearwood is a graduate at
Central Michigan University, Mt Pleasant
Mr. and Mrs. Clearwood are residing Mn Billings.
Mont., where both are employed as petroleum lease
brokers
.1
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Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi Sorority had a Halloween social dinner on
Thursday, Oct. 21, at
Ninth Street House,
Paducah.
It was announced Mary
Graves will represent
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter as a candidate
for Mrs. Kentucky Beta
Sigma Phi at the state
convention in 1983.
Halloween favors were
given to each member
present by Vicky Holton,
social chairman. They
were Ha Brown, Barbara

WE ARE PROUD
TO PROVIDE
THESE COMPLETE
INVESTMENT
SERVICES
Listed ts L nlistci.l St'(iii lilt's
potato: Bonds • Municipal Boo,:
‘111tual I unds • Options
Municipal I man( ing
Real Lstate - Oil 1- inancing
(or pora It. Under writing
Ac quisitions %Iergers
L mph's ee Stock Ownership Trust,
Pension & Profit Sharing Programs
insurance Plans
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Bel Air Center LS
pleased to announce
that Anne Cum;
bride-elect of J
Graves, has
her selections from
our Bridal Registry
for Decorative Acmemories. Anne and
Joe will be man.
,
December 4,I.

31

4h,

iro.• v.••*,,,:
‘
48•
14114,No•NIP:.

THE FUN DOESN'T STOP WHEN
YOU HAVE PICTURES...
•100

The Board of Directors of Kentucky's Weston
Waterland wIl meet Monday, Nov. 8 at 6:30 p.m. at
Majestic Steakhouse, Highway 62 West, Princeton.
Nia Ewing,executive secretary, urges all members
to attend.

Two former nurse friends
chapter meets
have twins born same day Sorority
due until Nov. 11.
The mothers' paths will
separate this week. Mrs.
Franklin said she will
take her babies home to
her husband, Michael,
and 2-year-old daughter
Emily, then return to
work in about two months.
Mrs. McClelland,
though, said she plans to
be a full-time
homemaker and will not
return to work after taking her babies home to
her husband, John Cory,
and 4-year-old son John
Cory Jr.

Patients dismissed
Laical penman meetly illissiseed from area
bespetais laded, Mrs. Myrtle Vas OA'of Murray
tree Mary Canty Gasses' Hesplial, Perla. TIM
Uss Tabers of Ciliary frau Waiters Baptist
Paducah. Arvada McKnight and Ricty
'hour, both of Murray, from Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah

Southwest event Saturday

Sidecar used for travel

Goshen United
Methodist Church is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at church.

Marray-Calleuray Cimety Samar Chisels will feral& trampertanon by van se the third Wehmeday
of each inenth to the bulkier, party scheduled at
Diaegies Cosier For traasportatise cull by Tyr
day, Now 111. at 73.34031. for the party as Now. 17

Robert Michael Jones born

CWU meeting Friday
Church Women United
will celebrate World
Communit Da with a

Transportation furnished

Chilcutt, Rowena Emerson, Brenda Estes, Mary
Graves, Debbie Lyons.
Lois Ruiz, Joyce Thomas
and Glenda Wilson.

OFF
THE
REGULAR
PRICE
OF
DEVELOP
AND
PRINT
ROLL ORDERS FOR ALL 110, 126, reg.
aal ONE ROO PEI COUPON
35mm AND DISC.
OM•DA TS

••••• ape

••••I.

Misted:framing
In't Wait he Ulf!
FRAMERS GALLERY
The Vill•re

753-0077

SIM ••
c•••••••••c•
"Mel

Expres I I 30 82

11.01.11.1.11 CisrPTS
WOW/ outoolucx•
C01,000.^

ettOrnO0nr artfir

*NO
Terry's Paint and
Decorating Center
(Formerly Sherwin-Williams)

We Are Still Here!

( ii,

higail
First ot
Coporat K

FoN/1

Woodmen Bldg / Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-9476
Underwriting Morning Edition's financial segment Weekdays at6-50a m on
Wia1S-FM 91.3.
%OM

Same Paint
Same Management
Only Our Labels Have Changed
We're Now Privately
Owned Instead
Of Company Owned...

OPENING SOON
SE rIrfiJ
The lierda-floistmor Compri!
Cliveron a/ The Stterann Wien.* Coentronv Oinestind, Pero 441 01

Sortiesitle Maw

753-3321
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

PRICES GOOD WED. NOV. Itinft:

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

REG. $1-91

WEEKLY SPECI

REG. 11
CHIMES

COKE,SPRITE, TA

POTATO
CHIPS

8 PK
1601.

1139

LUSIT
DrPOS

HOME OWNED
AND
OPERATED

WEEKLY SPECIAL
FLAV 0-RICH

SUPER INFLATION Fl

TRAIL BLAZER

%
LIGHT MILK

GOLD MEDAL

ORM d
,
KRACKERS s

DOG FOOD

$369

st

25 a BAG

88

LB.BOX III

LB. BAG

SUPER INFLATION Ft

VAN CAMP PORK &

BEANS

16 OZ.

2/89

4

SOW SIDMICEN TRASH CAN

KRAFT GRAPE

JELLY

3202.

PETER PAN 18 01.

$1 $9
69 CATSUP

LINERS
REG. 2.59
SIALTEST

SHEER STRENGTH TALL KITCHEN
cT $

ICE CREAM
1/2

DOVE DISHIVASIIING

BAGS

LIQUID

SCOT LAD MIT

SUNSHINE VANILLA

PEAS

$1 89
GAL.

29

394
394
39
794

1602.

SCOT LAD CUT GREEN

BEANS

1607.

SCOT LAD EARLY MR

WAXTEX WAXED

PAPER

100 FT.

1202.

BIG TATE INSTANT

POTATOES
PUSS & BOOTS

MOLST MEAL

SMUCKERS STRAWBERRY

994 JAM
.12 oz.794 TAMALES
16 OZ.

39'

3201.$ 11

19 TOWELS

COUNTRY TIME LEMONADE

MIX

KELLOGG'S 18 OZ.

CORN FLAKES

694

is N.

NI NO

30 OZ. $

CRACKERS
DONE DOG
;
TUCKS

89

99'

1607.

$109

•11

IS OZ.

KRAFT

AJAX DISHWASHING

LIQUID

$1 89
3207.

NORIAEL Ulf

SO BAGS

1602.

BOUNTY PAPER

WAFERS

NOT COCOA
CORN

„mi..
TISSUE
w

15% OZ $

0 DEL MONTE

PUINATION 12 SERVE

SCOT LAD

a• MAWS RATINHBOM

DOUBLE 12 PIN

$1 09 VELVETTA

CASH POT
This Week Win 5500.00
Last Week's Name
Thurman Foster Murray
Cord Not Punched

22 02.

HEALTH Et BEAUTY AIDS

COMTREX
MULTI-SYMPTOM RELIEVER
TABLETS OR CAPSULES

97

COUNTRY HAM GIVEAWAY!!

218

Register For A Free Col. Lee's Country Ham To Be Given AWay By
Storey's Food Giant. Drawing 3
P.M. Sat. 11-16. Need Not Be Present To Win!!

$1

HEAD & SHOULDER
RE
SHAMPOO 1102. LOTION
HEAD & SHOULDER 0)18
CONDITIONER no'.
MENNEN
SPEED STICK

REG.02 SPICE

$1 44

WINNER!
WONDER BREA
MINI CAR!!!
WANDA
CAVANAUGH
RT. 2 BOAZ

NO COUPONS OR STAMPS NECESSARY
RIG SI . EACH
LYNN GROVE
LyRADI A tAR61

icesOriginate
I V. 3411NIV TUES. NOV.9TH

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

STORE HOURS.
8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
EVERY DAY

EKLY SPECIA1

tt/AIT 111.0 1011 lahOit
*ITN S In 00 ADDITIONAt 01011
;IckuDING TOBACCO & OAl1 PRODu( IS

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

INFLATION FIGHTER
MEDAL

INFLATION FIGHTER

vim
D LAUNDRY
TERGENT
19
TURKEYS
.iUMSO95

autRoTs..2/99"

3001 $289 MESH RID 1 LB. BAG

$

19

RADISHES.2/99

FAMILY PACK CENTER —CUT PORK

BOSTON

P unched

NNE
ER BEAD
I CAR!!!
NDA1
NAUH

PORK

ROATi;

ilifeccousuN0994
POT
in S500.00
's Name
ter Murray

L. 99

PRODUCE

SW4FT CANNED

BONUS PACK CHICKEN

HAM

THIGHS

Li 69'

DELI SPECIALS

RED
POTATOES
$1 2059
LB. BAG
BAKERY SPECIALS
FRENCH BREAD
CREME HORNS

2 BOO

LOAF

194

u 354

IN STORE RAKED

COOKIES

DOZ.$1 19
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Ambulance taxes pass and fail

We are your
door to...

•

HI

16,800
HOMES

Your ad in the Murray
Ledger and Times and The
Murray Ledger and Times
Shopping Guide, which is
published every Thursday
reaches 16,800 homes in
Murray and the surrounding
area.
Call today for help in planning your ad...whether in
classified advertising or
display advertising.

By The Aasociaiied Press
Simpson County voters
and residents of two sections of Greenup County
approved taxes to support ambulance service,
but six other ambulancetax referendums fell to
defeat.
Simpson County
residents voted 1,1901,182 in favor of a 4-cent
tax per $100 property
valuation. Voters in two
sections of Greenup
County — unincorporated
areas around the cities of
Raceland and Russell —
voted to establish an 8cent taxing district. The
votes were 11541 and 208-

al.
PETS OF THE WEEK — Two good guard dogs,
"Charlie," a Collie mix, 1%-year-old, and "Duke,"
German Shepard,1%-year-old, who has a bent back
leg that slows him down some, are available for
adoption at Animal Shelter, 105 E. Sycamore Ext.,
Just east of South Fourth Street, operated by
Humane Society of Calloway County. Hours of the
shelter, open to the public, are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday,and noon to 4 p.m.Sunday.
7
.
71.7
B 1.5

81 in the two areas.
In other ballotitng
Tuesday, voters in
Raceland rejected the
district 23-251
In Taylor County,
voters rejected a 0.5percent payroll tax that
would have paid for
police, ambulance, fire
and rescue services. The
vote was 3,717-1,179.
Officials asked for approval of extra tax
revenues in Caldwell, Edmonson, Lewis and
Rockcastle counties to
make up for the loss oil a
federal jobs program that
had paid ambulanceservice anployees.

'''''

•I
•

s

MAR-KEL LIGHTING'S
FACTORY OUTLET STORE
lakeway Village Shopping Center — Paris, Tenn

INFLATION FIGHTERS
BARGAINS GALORE

t

SELEC ED GROUP OF

CERAMIC TABLE LAMPS
21

$900

Wierray Ledger & Times
Shopping Guide

to

WOOD
FLOOR LAMPS

Murray Ledger & Times
753-1916

r00
a

Regular $15.00 to $30.00

and

the

complete with shock

to 30

32" WOOD
TABLE LAWS

With Tray Table

Complete With Shade

$2E00 , Vsn95

$2500

Regular S49,95 to S79.9

Regular $49.95

1001 Whitnell

Store Hours: 10 a.m. til 5 p.m. Monday thru Saturday
•

...1.7.P••••"'fk•

I p.m. til 5 p.m. Sundar

'

30% to 40% Off

•

our entire stock
•coats •handbags •accessories
Layaway now for Christmas! A small deposit will hold your
layaway!
Terrific savings on Aigner coats, handbags and accessories! For lasting beauty nothing equals Aigner
handbags and accessories, each piece is skillfully
crafted inside as well as out, and made of the finest
quality leather in the famous mahogany tone. Aigner
coats in taupe or natural poplin. Jackets and blazers in
soft, mahogany, leather. Shown just a sample from our
Aigner collection.
While supplies last.

4/Reg.5.50

A'

R.12.00 8.40

3.25

famous labels for less
Reg. 14.00
Reg. 25.00

17.00

Reg. 12.00

9.75

8.40

Reg. 40.00

28.00

Reg. 10.00

Reg. 250.00 175.00

Reg. 145.00

100.00

Reg. 95.00

66.99

Central Shopping Center, Murray 753-7991

Reg. 87.00

61.00

6.75

LLDGLii & 1USL.Iiiiiewhay."fiewarrher 3. Mat
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Uncle Jeff's Health
And Beauty Aids

.4

Uncle Jeff's
Clothing Dept.

'
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Entire Stock Ladies

1P1111 1.
Orel B Tooth Brvsh
11 60 5.40 II 3S

kle Tar Miss

884

Sweaters

250/

S-A41 Priced As
Low As Sa 19
Reduced

0

Off

Ecotrin Tablets

j
Ecotrin

For Arthritis
leggier 100
Tablets
Madmen Strength
60 Tablets

arthertas

ntire

Seisun Blue
andruff Shampo
Hensel, Dry, Oily
4 Oz

Selo

Colgate Tooth Paste
oIgateik
Oz.'Giggler 4.6 Oz. Gel Sas Two; Choice

$1 58

89

Granulated
Sugar Substitute
100 Packets

884

leggier or Extro Hold
7 Oz. Aerosol
$ 1 19

Western Boots

20% off
Dingo, Rawhide, Durango &
Texas Brand Large Choice of Styles

Register For A Girls
Or Ladies Ski Jacket
To Be Given Away
Nov. 25th. No
Purchase Necessary

Cricket

Gillette

Widget

Disposable Butane
Lighter

Handy Scraper
& Cutter

AM.:tole Hem

so.394

With 5 Single Edge
Modes

...P.
"•'

Robitussiri

Robitussin
Cough Formula
Helps Break Up
awst Cos*:
4 Oz. Ropier

mr,wrr,
COMM (010111_.
anti aftes

Sae

$1 19

Throw Pillows
Only $2
49
Men's Outerwear Sale

Seppresses Coughs
6 To Deers
4 Oz.
Chloraseptic
$1 69
Sole

Mouthwash &

U

:
61

Poly-Fill Insulated Jackets

•
I

•
U

Reg $34.99

Sole $2488

Rig $39 99 Solo $2
7
8

Uncle Jeffs Hardware Dept.
Um
as
UN

WINTERS
A COMING
Be Prepared With These WinterizinOncials
King Wood Burning Stove
••••••

Gargle
Sere Throat Relief
Menthol or Cherry
6 Oz. With Sprayer
$1
Selo
I

For Upset Stomach
8 Oz. Liquid

6

f'".••=1=1017SIN

,.feserair

Candy Bars

Phillips 66
Trop-Artic
10-W-40

or Heath

Motor Oil

Heath English Toffee

G.E. Silhouette S

Pecan Clusters

Cassette Tope

Podusge of 6
Selo Two Choice

,..$2697
Milk Chocolate
Peanut Clusters
No. 10706

Milk Chocolate Covered Peanuts
No. 10701Milk Chocolate Stars
No. 10710
Deluxe Creme Drops
No. 10746
Soh Tsur Cheice

774

6 Lb. Wood
Splitting Maul

Dazey Hard Hat
Hair Dryer
1100 Wins of
Drying Power
Teach Iled Tat Need
laposts Quickly
L Essay
Lightweight, Portable
Model 1113-61

Sao
Mfg. Uwe
Tier Rid Cast

$32.99
-3.00

$2999

a
m
N
m
a

9'

884

Brach: Window Box Candies
c6=3IARS

N
U
a
E

$1 76

Per Airt•OlatiC
Coffee Makers
Pecker, of 100

Recorder
3-Wcry Power
Electrical Pegs*,
Tees Control, Taw Osier
Model 3-5151

Model KWC-80

Pepto-Bismol

Coffee Filters

am

N

Zip Front Or Snap Front Includes Zip %woe

Robitussin-DM
Cough
Suppressant

a
m

Men's

Sweet'N Low

Rave Hair
Spray

Fast!
Sore
Throat
Relief

tock

N
U

Reg. $13.47
Sale
20 Gams

$1 1 99
awn &
Leaf

Trash
Can
Reg. $4.97

Bags
I IL Size
le Sep Per Iles

20
Thee
Leaf

Rake
Rag. $3.77

$599
ids
$1
"
Soh$217
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THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONS9RLD

District of Columbia's statehood drawing near
By SCOTT KRAFT
Misdated Press Writer
The District of Columbia voted itself a new constitution — a step closer
to statehood. And
Americans in at least six
states called for a
worldwide nuclear
weapons freeze in the
most crowded proposition
ballot the country has
seen since the Depression.
In the country's most
expensive proposition
campaign, an attempt to
regulate California's 5
million handguns failed
in balloting Tuesday, by a
2-to-1 margin. Spending
totaled more than $7
million.
A bottle-deposit law
was affirmed in
Massachusetts, but the
idea of plunking down a
nickel for returnable bottles and cans didn't win
enough converts out West
— voters in California,
Arizona, Colorado and
Washington state
defeated bottle bills.
The nuclear arms
freeze referendums, like
one passed by Wisconsin
in September, gathered
solid backing in
Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, New Jersey,
Oregon, North Dakota
and Montana. Similar
measures were leading in
Michigan and California,
and trailing in Arizona.
Nebraska's "save the

family farm" constitutional amendment, which
would keep non-family
corporations from buying
or operating farms in the
state, held a narrow lead
early today. With a third
of the precincts reporting, 79,082, or 51 percent,
favored the proposal and
74,309 opposed it. Many
rural votes remained to
be counted.
In adopting a constitution, Washington, D.C.,
citizens "affirmed their
determination to leave
colonial subjugation
behind," said Charles I.
Cassell, president of the
convention that drafted
the document approved
Tuesday.,-"New Columbia," it would be called,
but the Congress —
meeting in Washington,
of course — would have to
allow the 51st state to join
the union.
The vote had been close
because of the constitution's Utopian provisions.
Among other things, it
calls for a guaranteed job
or income for every
district resident, allows
police officers to strike
and would ban any
restriction on a woman's
right to have an abortion.
Massachusetts' constitutional amendment to
allow a death penalty was
approved by 688,472
voters, or 59 percent,
compared to 471,273, or 41
percent, with 62 percent

of the ballots counted.
The amendment cleared
the way for the
Legislature to determine
which crimes will be
punishable by death. No
one has been executed in
Massachusetts since 1947.
Several states adopted
a hard line against crime.
By a 4-to-1 margin, Colorado passed a measure
that denies bail to people
accused of capital
crimes. In Florida voters
approved an amendment
to loosen the standard for
what constitutes an illegal police search and a
second amendment that
would let judges hold
more crime suspects
without bail before trial.
Massachusetts
Voters rejected by a 5545 percent margin a
referendum to close the
Maine Yankee nuclear
plant. A similar proposal
lost in 1980.
Ohio voters derailed a
proposal to raise the state
sales tax a penny — and
pay for a "bullet train,"
which would shoot between the state's largest
cities at 150 mph. With
more than three-fourths
of the vote counted, the
proposal trailed 77 percent to 23 percent.
In Alaska, a proposal to
spend up to $2.8 billion to
move Alaska's capital
from Juneau to Willow —
580 miles and two time

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC

zones west — wastrailing ting, 29,474 opposed movin early returns. With 138 ing the capital and 18,332
of 437 precincts repor- favored the move.

Evacuated residents returned to homes
HARLAN, Ky.(AP) —
Residents of the Putney
community in Harlan
County returned to their
homes Tuesday after being evacuated when two
cases of unstable
dynamite were found in
the area.
Agents of the federal
Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms Bureau
neutralized and removed
two cases of unstable
dynamite Tuesday after
it was found in an abandoned building.

The dynamite was sir
to seven years old and
had deteriorated to the
point it was considered
very dangerous, state
police said.
State police ordered the
evacuation Tuesday morning and provided security while the dynamite
was being removed.

From Ethan Allen

Jilt/ill)

aangr

were sentenced on
various charges centering on the Morehead
Tobacco Warehouse of
Morehead.
Wall was a leaf account
manager at the Triple H.
Growers Tobacco
Warehouse of Lebanon.
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Putney, located between Harlan and
Cumberland, is a wincoporated area that once
was a mining camp.

Wall ordered to serve 90 day sentence
COVINGTON, Ky.
CAP) — Paul J. Wall, 58,
of Pilot Mountan, N.C.,
has been ordered to serve
90 days of a five-year
federal prison term in
connection with a tobacco
fraud marketing case.
U.S. District Judge
William 0. Bertelsman
sentenced Wall on Tuesday on a charge of aiding
a fraudulent sale of
tobacco.
A federal grand jury indicted 10 people last year
on charges of tobacco
marketing fraud. The accusations included shortweighing of farmers'
crops.
Seven defendants
pleaded guilty earlier and
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NEW
APARTMENTS
COMING TO MURRAY

Prices furnished by First
of Michigan, Woodman
Bldg.
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
G.A F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Calf Oil
1.8.31
J.C. Penney
Jerico
K-mart
Penni
Quaker Gots
Texaco
US. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
Wetteran
C.E.F. YIeld.

+13.43
36% +1%
206 4i
11 +%
Veer
41 +1%
33% 4-44
12% +Vs
Mr +1%
17%
31 -Pla
31+%
31 +it
113% +I%
No Trade
Wita WA
Z
Maw
47 +it
31%
17 +1%
41% +hi
23% +14
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DEVELOPER IS BUILDING
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Apartments to inelude:
Wall-to-wall Carpets
Curtains - Appliances
Located on beautiful grounds

For Information
Regarding

on our superbly designed
Roll Top Desk!
your "Office at Home"
has lots
of working surface and a total of ten drawers
and fourteen pigeonholes for organized storage. Add the companion desk chair and
you'll have the Most complete home ofice possible in this amount of space
Desk is a hefty 55" W x 28" D
x48" H Swivel chair has a
deep, comfortable saddle
seat that adjusts for
height and back firmness Both of sturdy
Pine and selected
veneers in our

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)
Call

753-5188

753-8856

Here's a gift idea for

... our Ethan Alien R011 Top Desk! It

Open Sunday
1 to 5 p.m.

Coldwater Church of Christ
GOSPEL MEETING
November 5,6, 7, 1982

rich, mellow Old
Tavern finish

Chair

OPEN
FRIDAY
NIGHT 'TN 81

reg. 1099.75

Sale $249.75
SAVE $50.00

SAVE $170

Flat top for lamp, books
clock, radio, etc

Roll-top with lock
for instant neatness
and privacy

Large compartment for
calculator, recorder

431
01-1

A total of ten drawers
keeps it organized
Pendaflex' file drawer
with hanger

t Mall HOME Fl 6\1•41Pri:s

CARRIA
ETHAN

reg. 299.75

Sale $929.75

Three handy utility
drawers

Fourteen pigeonholes
to store stationery.
ledgers, stamps, bills.
checks. notes, etc

Desk

ALLEN FURNITURE

114 North Third St. Paducah, Ky.
Phone 442-2769 or 443-6257

Spacious work surface
Room for phone
business machine
Large center drawer
has pencil tray. lock
Double-deep drawer
for phone books, etc

FREE DEUVERY

Convenient
Terms

WILLIE BRADSHAW SPEAKER
PADUCAH, KY.
TIME OF SERVICES
Friday, Saturday
Sunday Bible Study
Worship
Singing
Evening Worship

Open Friday
Ives* VI I .. .

Bobby Haley Minister
4
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Fundamentalist minister dies in plane crash
NORMANGEE, Texas
(AP) — Evangelist
Lester Roloff, dead in a
plane crash, once said
that if he had 1,NO lives to
live be would we 109 to
run homes for wayward
youths and adults and one
more to be a lawyer and
"keep me out of jail."
Roloff, whose eightyear battle against state
licensing of his
rehabilitation homes led
to several stints behind
bars, died with the four
ether people aboard when
a Cessna 210 he was
piloting crashed Tuesday.
The 68-year-old fun-

damantalist minister was
en route from Corpus
Christi to Kansas Qty,
Mo. There were "very
severe dorms" in the
area at the time of the
crash, said George
Buriage of the Federal
Aviation Administration
in Fort Worth.
Roloff used strict "Bible discipline" on his
organization's farms,
paid for through proceeds
from radio broadcasts
heard around the nation.
"Brother Roloff was a
singularly dedicated and
committed individual
whose ministry and devotion gave productive new

Currie offering
hunter's course
A free hunter education
course will be held Nov. 46 from 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 at
Camp John Currie
Fairdealing (outside Benton).
The course, sponsored
by the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, will include
classroom instruction in
firearm safety, sportsmanship, hunter ethics,
first aid and outdoor survival.
The last session will
feature actual range firing and practice with
both firearms and archery equipment.
Those successfully
completing the course
will receive safe hunter
certificates valid in any

of the 29 states where
such certification is required. Completion of this
or a similar hunter
education course is also a
requirement for those
youngsters participating
in the youth deer hunt at
Land Between the Lakes
and hunters under 16
years of age at Ft. Knox
and Ft. Campbell. Attendance at all three sessions is required for certification.
Any person, 10 years of
age or older, who is interested in the shooting
sports or wants to
become a safe hunter is
welcome to attend. For
additional information,
contact Brian Bullock
753-9718.

Benefit warnings
are issued locally
People who receive
Social Security benefits
while working should
take time to review how
much they have earned
this year to make sure
they do not unintentionally'exceed the annual ard.,
ernpt amount, Bettye
Williams, Social Security
district manager in
Paducah,said recently.
Once a person's annual
earnings exceed the exempt amount, some
Social Security benefits
will have to be withheld.
And, if a person fails to
notify Social Security, he
or she may be overpaid.
Any overpayment must
be repaid, Mrs. Williams
said.
The annual exempt
amounts are $4,440 for
people under 65 all of
1982, and $6,000 for people
65-72. People should
remember that gross earnings count, not just take
home pay.
If a person finds that

his or her earnings are
nearing the annual limit,
he or she will have to
decide whether to keep on
working. If the decision is
to keep working, the person should contact Social
Seaway immediately io
avoid an overpayment.
Total annual earnings
are the only consideration for all years except
for a "grace year" — the
first year a person is entitled to benefits and has
a month in which he or
she has little or no earnings. In that one year, a
monthly test is used to
determine whether
benefits are payable.
For more information
about how earnings affect
Social Security benefits,
contact either the
Paducah Social Security
office, located at 546 Lone
Oak Road, telephone 4437506; or the Mayfield
Social Security Office,
located on US Highway 45
North, telephone 247-8095.

Fort Knox-announces
new army commander
FORT KNOX, Ky.
(AP) — Maj. Gen.
Frederic J. Brown has
been named commander
of Fort Knox, according
to an announcement
Tuesday by the Department of the Army.
Brown, 48, is currently
deputy chief of staff for
training with the Army's
Training and Doctrine
Command at Fort
Monroe, Va. He will
replace Maj. Gen. Louis
C. Wagner Jr., who has
been commander of Fort
Knox for 2½ years.
Wagner is being
transferred in January to
Washington, where he
will become director of

requirements in the office
of the deputy chief of staff
for operations with the
Army Department.
Brown's reporting date
has not been determined,
but it is Army practice to
install a new commander
before his predecessor
leaves.
Brown has previous experience in Kentucky. He
was stationed at Fort
Campbell from 1973 to
1975 and was at Fort
Knox from August 1976 to
January 1977. It was during his tour at Fort Knox
that he was promoted to
brigadier general and
was deputy post commander.

FREE CLASSES!
Make your own
Christmas Gifts
Early. Come see Us At

ANN'S CERAMICS
Now Located
2 miles West of
641 South on
Louring Road.

492-8869
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Betty Crocker Coke
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Frosting

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities
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Instant Maxwell House Save 26'

Coffee

Pure Vegetable Wesson

Sweet Sue Chicken

Broth....save 11' 13.4 oz.
Hormel With Beans

Chili
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Contemporary religious thoughts
Larry Martin rites incomplete Mrs. Ainley
Services for Larry complete. The Max Churdies with rites
Jiuuor Martin, 24, Rt. 1, chill Funeral Home will
Mayfield, Tr -City com- be in charge of aron Thursday
munity, remain in- rangements.
Mr. Martin was killed
Mrs. Matelle Boyd
early Tuesday morning Ainley, 75, Rt. 1,
Hollis Cobb
when the car he was driv- Dukedom, Tenn., died
dies; funeral ing struck a utility pole Tuesday at her home
near 808 Olive St. His car Her husband, Tad L.
on Thursday left the roadway, struck Ainley, died in January
Graveside services for
Hollis Cobb will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at the Farmington Cemetery. The
Rev. Harry Yates will officiate.
Pallbearers will be
Lubie Cavitt, Perry Harrison, Jimmy Wood, Dr.
Jack Colley, Larry Colley
and Eugene Usher.
Friends may call
Thursday morning at the
Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield.
Mr. Cobb, 71, Pittsburgh, Pa., died there
Monday. He was a
member of the Baptist
Church of Mt. Lebanon
Township. He was the son
of the late Luther Cobb
and ha Usher Cobb of
Farmington.
The deceased was a
graduate of Farmington
High School and served
with the U.S. Army in
World War II holding the
rank of major. He retired
in 1976 from Eastern Coal
Corp., at which time he
was senior vice president
and executive assistant to
the president.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Sally Cobb; two
daughters, Miss Jane
Cobb, Pittsburgh, and
Mrs. Elliott Gamage,
Tucker, Ga.; one sister,
Mrs. Robert Colley, Farmington; one brother,
Usher Cobb, Hillsville,
Va.; three grandchildren.

Mrs. Dunn's
rites Thursday
The funeral for Mrs.
Beatrice Dunn will be
Thursday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. John Dale
and David Bass will officiate. Jerry Bolls will
direct singers from the
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Pallbearers will be
Tommy, Kenny, Buford,
Joey, Bobby and Billy
McGee, all nephews.
Burial will follow in Arlington Cemetery at Arlington.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Dunn, 75, 721
Poplar St., died Monday
about 1:30 p.m. at her
home.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Milford
Hicks, Rt. 4; one sister,
Mrs. Trula Lankin, Clinton; three brothers, Earl,
Adrain and Aubra
McGee, Arlington; two
grandchildren; five
great-grandchildren.

the pole and burst into
flames, according to a
report filed by Murray
Police Department.
Calloway County Coroner Tommy Walker pronounced Martin dead at
the scene.
The deceased was a
former employee of the
Calloway County Road
Department. He was born
Nov. 18, 1957, in Henry
County, Tenn., to Tyree
Martin and Hiawatha
Washum Martin
Caldwell, who survive.
Survivors are his
father, Tyree Martin,
Lorain, Ohio; his stepfather and mother, Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest
Caldwell, and five
brothers, Bobby Earl,
Charles Leonard, David
Lee, Joseph Paul and
Dwaine Caldwell, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Tr -City; one
sister, Mrs. Allen (Betty
Jo) Cogdell, South Fourth
Street, Murray.
Also surviving are
three aunts, Mrs. Mae
Will Littleton and Mrs.
Charlie Bell Aldridge,
Hazel, and Mrs. Audrey
Young, Metropolis, Ill.;
one uncle, Johnny B.
Washum,Paris, Tenn.

1976.
Born May 30, 1907, in
Graves County, she was
the daughter of the late
William E. Boyd and
Virginia Dulaney Boyd.
One sister and four
brothers also preceded
her in death.
Mrs. Ainley is survived
by one sister, Mrs. Carrie
E. Crawford, Murray;
one brother, Berl Boyd,
Louisville; several nieces
and nephews.
The funeral will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at
Good Springs
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
near Dukedom. The Rev.
Fred Fall and the Rev.
Oran Stover will officiate.
Burial will follow in the
Good Springs Cemetery.
Arrangements will be by
Jackson Funeral Home,
Dukedom, where friends
may call after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).

By Rev. Jay L Brigham
Pastor of Immanuel
Lutheran Church
GOD'S FREE GIFT
Many people today,
even many who think of
themselves as Christian,
are suffering train the
age old problem of being
too intelligent and
logical. In the world in
which we live, knowledge
and logic are held as high
goals and are much
sought after in our
schools and academic
arenas. But inspite of all
our rewards and emphasis on being logical
and reasonable the Bible
says we should seek after
something foolish. St.
Paul writes in chapter
one of First Corinthians:
"The story of the cross of
Jesus Christ is something
foolish to this world but it
is God's power to those
who believe."
Even within the many
Christian churches that
fill our community Christians are too logical and
look to their reason to
shape their faith. The
most basic "logical" errors that people make are
to assume that in order to
gain salvation something
must be done either to appease God's anger or to

earn His love. The Scrip- clearer in his letter to the
tural truth of the matter Romans, chapter three,
is that mankind can do verses 22-28. Through
nothing to accomplish these passages God
either of these goals.
wants all who believe in
Concerning God's Jesus to know for certain
anger only Jesus, as that salvation is His free
God's Son and the Son of gift and not dependent on
Man, could pay for the our doing or not doing any
sins of the world and kind of laws or regulathereby appease God's tions.
anger. Jesus says in the
In order to make salvafifteenth chapter of John tion God's free gift Jesus
that He chose mankind to died and rose again from
be His friends and now He the dead so that His
asks us to do good works righteousness would be
in His name. According to counted as our
this we don't "do" righteousness before God
anything to be friends simply by believing in
with God but we now try Him. This is not to say
our best to obey Him that Christians shouldn't
because we are His do good works rather the
friends.
Scriptures urge us to do
Concerning those who all the more because we
are trying hard to earn are God's children and by
God's love St. Paul tells His grace have received
the Ephesians in chapter faith and the free gift of
2, verse 8, that: "You are eternal life.
saved by a gift of grace
As we approach the anyou get by faith. You niversary of the Refordidn't do it. It is God's mation of God's church,
gift." St. Paul is even Oct. 31, may each Chris-

tian examine the Scriptures to assure
themselves that their
salvation and eternal life
are indeed God's free
gifts for His children
simply by believing in
Jesus Christ. A free gift,
if it really is free and has
no strings attached, is cid-

ficult to understand
because it is given oat of
love and love is always
unreasonable and illogical and foolish in the
eyes of this world. Thank
God that His love is not
from this world but in
Jesus Christ it is His free
gift to the world.

PEACE OF MIND—
AT NOME AND AWAY!
Only Witt

FREE 24 door Read Service & Towiet
FREE Personalized Trip Plueiet
-Triptiks, Naps, Guide Books & More
FREE—Bail Bold and Arrest Goaraetee.
PLUS—Nauy Other Exclusive Beeefits
Why Net leie TodayFor Nye liformatiee Call 436-1713

Ron 8.
Joyce's

SIRLO
IN STOCKADE
Wednesday Special

6 oz. Sirloin Tips $229

with Soup & Salad Bar $2"
Soup L Salad Bar Only $1"

Thursday Special
8 oz. Chopped Steak $229
with Soup it Salad Bar $2"
Soup L Salad Bar Only $1 9

Witherspoon
rites planned
753-0440
Mrs. Lou Anna Bogard
Witherspoon, 84,
Jackson, Tenn., died
Tuesday at 5:30 a.m. at
the Jackson General
Hospital.
The deceased was a
former resident of Murray. Her first husband,
Buddy Bogard, died Dec.
17, 1946. She was a
member of Sinking Spring Baptist Church in
Calloway County.
She was the daughter of
the late Phillip Monroe
Pitkin and Melissa Jane
Trivitt Pitkin of Crockett
County, Tenn.
Survivors include
several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. in
the chapel of Lawrence
and Sorenson Funeral
Home,Jackson, Tenn.
Graveside rites will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
Sinking Spring Cemetery
in Calloway County. The
Rev. Eddie Young will officiate.
In charge of local arrangements will be the
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
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EAST ' CALLOWAY Elementary School
kindergarten student, Erin Grogan, shares her pet
goat, "Midnight," with her class during Pet Care
Week.
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CERTIFICATE TO GET INTO A
NEW CHEVROLET AND GET A
TRIP ON EASTERN AIRUNES!

MARKET 414 FURNITURE'S

3rd ANNUAL
ARTS lit CRAFTS
FALL FESTIVAL

Buy this Chevy and get a round-trip
ticket for two on Eastern Airlines,
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Saturday & Sunday
Nov. 6th & 7th

----b-S-41 IN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET 91111111

Saturday — 8:30 A.M. to Dark
Sunday
12:00 Noon to 5 P.M.
This Year We Have 130 Exibitors
Don't Miss It — Come Join The Fun

MARKET 414's FALL FESTIVAL SALE

NOW IN PROGRESS
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BY MAIL ON MATTEL ELECTRONICS*
INTELLIVISION* MASTER COMPONENT

WORTH OF
FREE FURNITURE TO BE GIVEN AWAY

our Price

(No Purchase Necessary — Just Register)

I

purchase Re I
timol one metre per meow component
&ernes mue te made beteeen Oceebet 18 19112 and Ciao11000019~ bY
weber 28 1982 rho coraWeee mug
an Ineselosion• purchase regetreecon card. orspnel caah
reveler wool arid must be pOslowlrad by December 1 2.
1982 lo to clad Reese rwd worcuction Maas on the bild
al Ws cartthcaria

Mail In
Rebate
Your Final
Cost

Uncle Jeff's
Safe-T Discount
Pharmacy
753-4175

arket 414 hrmiture
414 North Market Street, Paris, TN
Geraldine & Terry Sykes, Mgrs.
VISA

Phone 642-6996

"The Store
With The
Low Overhead"
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Ballard remains in picture

Angels
select
McNamara

Tigers wait on egg shells
until playoffslot decided
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Imagine a first-year
head coach with a 6-4
overall record, a firstplace district team
heading into the final
game, a possible trip to
the playoffs staring him
In the face ... what could
make him unhappy?
Ask Murray High skipper Tim English.
"Well, we're a little
disappointed we won't be
in control Friday night.
We had a chance to control it (playoff berth)
when we played Ballard,
but now we're sitting on
eggs to see what happens."
What happens could be
one of several options,
most of which are leaning
in favor of Murray making the playoffs.
The Tigers have clinched at least a tie for the
district crown no matter
what because of their 4-1
district record.
Both Ballard Memorial
(4-5) and Russellville (46) have 3-1 district
records with league
games facing them Friday night. Murray
travels to Lone Oak, a
non-league foe, in a game
which will only affect
Lone Oak's playoff
chances.
In order for Murray to
go to the playoffs either
Russellville must beat
Fulton County (7-3) at
Hickman or Greenville
(1-9) must beat Ballard at
Ballard.
If Russellville loses and
Ballard wins, the Tigers
will be eliminated
because Ballard beat
Murray earlier in the
Misr and both would have
4-1 district records. If

both Russellville and
Ballard win Friday thee
the Tigers would advance
because the tiebreaker
system favors Murray in
a three-way tie.
"We're thinking
positive about the whole
situation," English admits, yet he's not
overlooking Lone Oak
amidst the playoff hassle.
'They're coming off
one of their best years
and it's a must-win game
for them Friday,"
English said. The Tiger
coach added his team will
be fighting for a win
regardless of the circumstances.
"It'd be a plus for our
program, especially
building for next year,
and we'd like a win to
help carry us into the
playoffs," English said.
Should the Tigers
qualify, their first game
would be at Tompkinsville (6-4) Nov. 12.
Friday English said his
offensive backfield would
resemble the new look
unveiled last week in the
team's 16-7 win over
Russellville. Senior
David Denham will
quarterback with senior
Steve McDougal at
fullback and junior Mark
Boggess, formerly the
Tiger signal caller, at
tailback.
The adjustment was
made because of recurring ankle injuries to starting tailback David McCuiston.
"(McCui.ston) has been
hurt the past three weeks,
but he's ready to go now.
He won't be starting Friday, because he still has
to earn his position
back," according to
English.

McCuiston may have a
tough time ousting Boggess, who, English said,
"did one excellent job
running the ball for us
against Russellville."
Boggess picked up 78
yards on 14 carries
against the Panthers.
Denham, however, was
the real star of the night
making an "awesome
payback" to the Tigers
for missing a field goal in
last year's game against
Russellville that sent the
Panthers to the playoffs.
"David really wanted
that game (Friday). He
felt he owed something to
the team for last year. He
had to live with that missed field goal the entire
year, but Friday his
payback was awesome,"
English said.
Denham not only
scored one touchdown, he
also kicked a 23-yard field
goal and an extra point.

Brewer hurlers honored again

Vuckovich voted AL Cy Young Award
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Right-hander Pete
Vuckovich, a model of
consistency on
Milwaukee's American
League championship
team, today was named
winner of the AL's 1982
Cy Young Award.
The mustachioed pitcher, who had two eightgame winning streaks as
he carved out a nifty 18-6
record, became the second successive
Milwaukee hurler to win
the award. Reliever

'Barely night' plagues Rogues,
team ties Paducah visitors, 3-3
Murray's Rogues, the
under-19 soccer team,
suffered one of those
"barely nights" against
Paducah, Tuesday.
According to team
coach Larry Lewis, "I'll
bet we had 20-30 shots at
their goal and barely
missed each time.
Sometimes you just have
those kind of games."
The two teams ended in
a 3-3 tie, making the
Murray-Calloway Soccer
Association squad 13-2-2
on the year.
Charles Cella led the

locals at the old city park
with two goals, one
assisted by Chad Lewis
who also scored a solo
point.
Darren Gibson assisted
Lewis' goal.
Thursday the Rogues

Astros issue Lulls
one-year contract
HOUSTON (AP) — Bob
Lillis, armed with a oneyear contract to manage
the Houston Astros, says
the club needs to make
some changes, but he
gave no indication of
plans for a major
overhaul.
"The real challenge is
going to be to put together
a team that will jell and
have the right
chemistry," Lillis said
Tuesday after he became
the eighth manager in the
club's 21-year history.
"But when all is said and
done, it comes down to
wins and losses."
The Astros had more
wins than losses under
Lillis last season. The 21year Astros employee
took over as interim
manager on Aug. 10 after
Bill Virdon was fired. He
led the Astros to a 28-23
record from there to the
end of the season.

will rub off on me," Lillis
said.
Lillis said he didn't
mind a one-year contract
either.
"Walt Alston (who
managed the Los Angeles
Dodgers for 23 years)
always did very well on a
one-year contract," Lillis
said. "I feel if I do well, I
won't have to worry
about it. If! don't, no one
will have to tell me."

a

PAYBACK HANDOFT — Murray High quarterback David Denham (II) WW1
to fullback Steve
McDougal (34) during Friday's victory over Russellville. Leat year Denham :WNW a field goal against
Russellville and the Tigers were eliminated from the district nice. Tbis year Deilham gained perusal
revenge by scoring a touchdown,a field goal and an extra point in the Tigers 111-7 victory. Dealt= will be the
Tigers starting quarterback again Friday when Murray travels to Una Oak for a non-disnict game.

continue their regular
season with a pickup
game against an adult
team coached by former
pro soccer player Lee
Barron. The game will
begin about 5 p.m. at the
old city park.
Next week the Rogues
have two games scheduled against Paducah
squads.
In under-14 soccer action, the M-CSA Nomads
Improved their record to
7-3-1 after a 5-2 weekend
victory at Calvert City
against Paducah.
Mark Whitaker scored
twice and added an assist
while teammates Harv
Newton, Mitch Fain and
Mitch Phillips each had
solo goals. Phillips also
had two assists.
In a game last week,
the Nomads lost a 3-0
decision against the
Clarksville, Tenn., all
star team. The Nomads
remain undefeated
against Kentucky competition and their three
losses and one tie all
came against Tennessee
teams.
Saturday the Nomads
travel to Paducah.

Concrete, Pea Gravel,

Rollie Fingers was last
year's AL winner.
The 30-year -old
Vuckovich beat out
Baltimore's Jim Palmer
for the prize, recording 87
points to 59 for the
Orioles' right-hander.
Kansas City relief ace
Dan Quisenberry was
third with 40 points,
followed by Toronto's
Dave Stieb with 36.
With two writers voting
in each AL city,
Vuckovich had 14 out of a
possible 28 first-place
votes. Vuckovich also
received four votes for second and five for third.
Palmer had four firsts, 12
seconds and three thirds.

Under the voting plete games In the past
system conducted by the two seasons. V uck ovich
has piled up a 32-10
Baseball Writers
record for the best
Association of America, a
percentage ir major
first-place vote is worth
league baseball
five points, second place
A native of Johnstown,
three and third place one.
Pa., who currently lives
Vuckovich, a 6-foot-4, in Conema ugh, Pa., with
220-pounder who was ob- his wife, Anna, and their
tained in a multi-player two sons, Vuckovich comtrade with the St. Louis pleted his sixth major
Cardinals in 1980, rattled league season in 1982.
off eight straight vic- Before coming to
tories early in the season Milwaukee, he played for
and then eight more from the Chicago White Sox,
July 24 to Sept. 20 to help Toronto Blue Jays and
the Brewers' run* list the Carclinais, where he
East Division title.
won 39 games in three
Vuckovich pitched 2232- seasons. For the Brewers
3 innings, compiling a last year, he was 14-4.
3.34 earned run average
Palmer, a three-time
and hurling nine corn- winner of the Cy Young

Award, had a 15-6 record
for the Orioles in 1962 and
a 3.13 ERA. Quisenberry,
accorded four first-place
votes, had a leagueleading 35 saves for Kansas City while Stieb, who
received five votes for
first, posted a 17-14
record with Toronto.
('leveland's Rick
Sutcliffe, the Al. ERA
leader at 2.96, got the remaining vote for first and
finished fifth in the voting
with 14 points.
Others receiving voles
were California's Geoff
Zahn with 7 points,
Boston's Bob Stanley 141,
Bill Caudill of Seattle 14 Angels to their best
and Dan Petry of Detroit record ever, 93-69. this
past season
1).

WE HAVE A NEW INTEREST IN YOU

Purdom Motors must move it's remaining 1982
stock. To do that we're offering 10.9% GMAC
financing on all 1982 models.
But only until December 31, 1982.
With the 1983 models coming in we must
clear out our 1982 inventory.. fast.
Hurry into Purdom's now while there are still
lots of styles and colors to choose from.
10.9% Financing— only available through
December 31.
Hurry to get it! Right now, it's in your best in
terest.

Cadillac

FEDERAL
MATERIALS

753-3355

ANAHEIM. Calif AP
— The California Angels
didn't waste mart time in
?Wing a replacement for
Gene Mauch as their
manager
John
McNamara. like Maarti a
veteran when it cornea to
Ow profession. will be
runnuig Ow club in 1113
McNamara, who was
fired last summer as the
manager of the Cincin
nati Reds. was narrwci as
the skipper of the
American league West
champion Angels on
Tuesday
Mauch an
rimmed his resignation
on Oct 22
'I'm very elated that
can come back to Califor •
ma with such a talented
team." said the 50-year
old McNamara by
telephone from CIncinnail "I've had a number
of Sibs offered, but I'd
hoped this
with the
Angels) would be where
I'd wind up
The Angels said that
club Vice President BM t ie B•v•si and
McNamara reached
agreement by telephone
last weekend. while
Bevan was in Chicago for
the baseball meetings
The managerial job is
the fourth for McNamara
on the big league level
He also managed at
Oakland and San Diego
before taking over the job
In Cincinnati at the beginning of the 1879 season
Terms of the contract.
believed to be for one
year. were not announced McNamara, who
served as a coach for the
Angels in 1978, is scheduled to travel West next
week to sign the contract
Manch resigned after
slightly more than Ps
seasons at the California
helm tie guided Ow

We've had one built for you

Additional Bonus:
(1) One 40 Pc. Combination Socket
Set To First 7 Buyers A $59.95
Value.
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POKTIACV

PURDOM
MOTORS INC.

Lillis said he had learned a lot about baseball
from his association with
Virdon and other
managers including Walt
Alston, Grady Hattqn,
Leo Durocher and Harry
Walker.
"I'll try to manage like
Bob Lillis but I hope some
of all of those managers

"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"

1406 W.Main, Murray
v

753-5315

ember 3. 1912
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Hawks'rookie tabbed for greatness

SCOREBOARD
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Hendon's Service Station •

,-

,

' Where Good Service is a 42 Year
Family Tradition

,—.
'6°77-Let Us Service and Mointoin Your Vehicle5
W. Do Generol Auto liepoo* Tune up%•Brolirl,•Shocio.•

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE & WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES

Local Bowling
Wier or Dollar
Friday Yarning Lassa
BoortIng League
Team
W
1.
Roger WaBace Cleanup
& Body Shop
224 NI
Terry Turner Body Shop
21
II
The Hwy Three
19 i3
Tabora Acoustical
ii 14
Mingled Gaitay
17 15
Ilw Lark,Mho
17
15
Paradise Kennels
114
High Team Grim(IC)
The Happy Three
499
Torretiner Body Won479
Roar VietChum
Body Wisp
Terry Turner Body Shop
..... 401
High Team Game 1-1C1
.. va
The Happy Three
me Lucky Strikes
Roger Wallace Cleanup
617
iBodYg0P
High T eam
(BC)
Terry Turner Body Slop
1374
The Happy Three
1342
Wing/et God Shop
Ur
High Team Woo(MC)
The Happy Three
1765

200N 4th

Root Wallace Cloonw
llolnSoweM
971
Troy Tumor DsaySop
▪
Gam(SC)
Weida
112
Karla Worm
113
112
L kWh , .
MAMA Gam MCI
no
Kano Nkforion
2n
AnonIron
216
Jean nano
NO bitSigles
323
L.41/ Soda
35
Hilda Bilele
Betty Hondas
470
KO Md.&WWI(IC)
Hlkis Bennett
640
no
Agnes Brush
Betty Hopluns
High Ononven
Lats Smith
120
Nancy Todd
113
M6
Pat Hesselror
194
Pat McCarthy
15
Hilda Bennett
Betty Hopkins
141
Jean Phillips
146
Sue Lax
149
Sue Vinson15

Pro Tennis
PERTH, Australia
(AP) — John McEnroe
qualified for the final of
the Swan Lager challenge
elimination tennis competition by defeating
Vitas Gerulaitis 6-4, 4-6,63. In the other match,
Blom Borg defeated Ivan
Lendl of Czechoslovakia
6-4, 1-6, 6-3.
NEW YORK (AP) —
John McEnroe has been
selected the Volvo Grand
Prix Player of the Month
for October.

Hendon's Service Station
753-1921

Murray

RICKMAN & NORS WORTHY
BUILDING SUPPLIES
753-6450

500 S. 4TH

Weatherize
and
Save
Storm Doors
Storm Windows
Weatherstrip
ALL ON
SALE

WINTER HOURS
7-5 Mon.-Fri. 1-2 Sat.

Wilkins struts his stuff in NBA
By The Amociated Press
Rookie Dominique
Wilkins is considered a
potential offensive
superstar in the National
Basketball Association.
Few, however, expect
him to shine on defense.
Wilkins, known as the
"Human Highlight Film"
for his spectacular dunks
at the University of
Georgia, was brilliant in
the Atlanta Hawks' 105-88
victory over the
Washington Bullets Tuesday night, scoring 30
points and hitting his last
nine shots from the field.
He also held veteran forward Greg Ballard, an
18.8 points-per-game
scorer last season, to six
points.
"I was very pleased
with the defensive effort
that Dominique put out
against a great player
like Ballard," Hawks
Coach Kevin Loughery
said. "He also was hitting
his jumper. He played a
super pro-type game."
"Dominique had a sensational game," Bullets
Coach Gene Shue said.
"He played about as well
as it's possible for a
player to play. He did
some spectacular things
and he did well on
defense, too."
In other NBA games,
New Jersey beat San
Diego 110-100, Detroit
stopped Cleveland 128119, Kanias City bounced
Milwaukee 119-112,
Dallas clipped Houston
113-103, Seattle bombed
Utah 120-92 and Phoenix
edged Portland 92-87.
Nets 110, Clippers 100
San Diego's Randy
Smith tied the league
record for consecutive
games played with his
844th straight appearance, but New
Jersey's balanced scoring, led by Darryl
Dawkins, overcame the
Clippers.

added ?S.
The Pistons, unbeaten
after three games this
season, had lost their
final 14 games of 1979-80
and their first seven in
1980-81 to hold the
previous longest losing
streak. The Cavaliers lost
19 in a row to end last
season and are now 0-3
this season.
Kings 119, Bucks 112
Kansas City handed
Milwaukee its first loss
and stayed unbeaten
after two games as Eddie
Johnson scored a careerhigh 34 points and pulled
down 15 rebounds.
Johnson, a second-year
player from Illinois, had
13 points in the third
quarter and five in the
minutes of the
final
game to keep the Kings
ahead after the Bucks

Dawkins, with 20 points
before be fouled out, was
one of six Nets in double
figures. Otis Birdsong
and Buck Williams both
finished with 17, while
Michael Brooks led all
scorers with 30 for San
Diego.
Smith, who hasn't missed a game since Feb. 18,
1972, can break the
consecutive -games
record tonight at
Philadelphia. Against the
Nets, he tied the mark accumulated by Johnny
Kerr from 1954-1965.
Pistons 128, Cavaliers
119
Detroit handed
Cleveland its 22nd
straight loss over two
seasons, an NBA record,
as Isiah Thomas scored
30 points and John Long

had cut a 14-point deficit Phoenix an 8843 cushion
to three.
with 1:33 left, and the
Sonia;1*Jazz92
Trail Blazers didn't get
Jack Sikma scored 24 closer than three the rest
points and Seattle never at the way.
trailed, building leads of
Walter Davis scored 311
20 points in the first points to pace the $ims,
quarter, 26 in the second while Mychal Thompson
and 34 in the third against and Jim Paxson led
Utah.
Portland with 15 apiece.
The Sonics also got 21
Mavericks 113, Rockets
points from Gus Williams 183
and 20 from David
Jay Vincent and RolanThompson, while Adrian do Blackman scored 19
Dantley scored 29 points points each to lead Dallas
to pace the Jazz.
over Houston.
The two teams were
tied 52-52 at halftime and
Suns 92, Blazers 87
Phoenix blew an 18- they traded leads until
point halftime lead before the Mavericks went
outlasting Portland in the ahead to stay at 68-67 on a
closing minutes.
jumper by Blackman
The Suns led 52-34 at in- with 5:18 left in the third
termission, but fell quarter.
behind 75-74 midway
Caldwell Jones had 21
through the final quarter. points to lead the
But a 14-8 spurt gave Rockets.

Signals emitted from players union
involve consessions and promises
NEW YORK (AP) —
The National Football
League players union is
sending out signals to
both sides in the 44-dayold strike.
To the Management
Council, representing the
owners: We've made
some big concessions.
Now it's your turn.
To the striking players:
We've made some big
promises to you. We can't
keep them all.
The union, in its latest
package of proposals, excludes previous demands
for a percentage of television revenues and a central fund.
These had been major
parts of the union's promise to its 1,500 players to
dramatically restructure
control of the game.
Other changes, though,
are being negotiated and

could become an integral
part of the agreement:
severance pay for all
vested players and collectively bargained incentive and performance
bonuses.
The league, which the
past few weeks called off
its weekend games on
Tuesdays, held off this
time because Commissioner Pete Rozelle "is
determined not to influence the talks by
cancelling the games too
early," said Don Weiss,
the league's executive
director.
Rozelle met with
players who asked that he
take an active role in the
negotiations (he said no)
and asked whether the
date of the Super Bowl
could be changed (he said
no). And he met during
the afternoon with

PRE CHRISTMAS SALE
Thurs., Friday & Saturday ONLY

•
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mediator Sam Kagel. The
substance of that meeting
was not known.
Kagel also met with the
owners' executive committee and, later, with
union chief Ed Garvey
and union president Gene
Upshaw.
The New York Daily
News said in today's editions that a change in the
date of the college draft
from late April to Feb. 1
(right about the same
time the United States
Football League holds its
draft) and a major
upgrading of postseason
pay, are also being
discussed.
The Super Bowl winners' paychecks would go
from $18,000 to $36,000;
the losers' from $9,000 to
$18,000; division playoff
winners' from $5,000 to
$10,000 and wild-card winners' from $3,000 to
$6,000.
The union, when it
opened negotiations with
the league last Feb. 16,
demanded 55 percent of
all NFL gross revenues.
That, Upshaw said, was
"etched in stone." The
owners flatly rejected the
concept.
On Sept. 17, four days

before the strike began,
the union modified its demand to 50 percent of the
NFL's television
revenues. The owners
were equally opposed to
that. That idea was set
aside by the union.
What it wants is a
guarantee that if the
league receives more TV
money than the $2.1
billion due from the three
major networks (from
the lucrative cable 'I'V
market, for example),
the union will be able to
reopen talks to bargain
for a share of the additional money.
And the union also says
it is willing to accept
management's call for a
five-year agreement instead of a three-year contract, in a trade-off on
another unspecified issue
and if management includes a "reopener
clause" to reflect
"unusual cost-of-living
increases," according to
a union source.
One major point still to
be negotiated is the wage
scale. As one source close
to the talks said,"We are
away from conceptual
issues. We are down to
money — but we are still
far apart there."

Yes, Arizona State
can accept bowl bid

OFF
Everything in the STORE
(EXCEPT SALE MERCHANDISE)

Select from these and other items
*Athletic Shoes (largest selection in
1, the area) Over 200 Styles
)'Fraternity IL Sorority Jerseys (Full
Lettering Service)
*Gift certificates, Lay-a-way, Visa
& Master Card

*Racquetball Equipment & Accessories
•MSU Hats, Visors & Jerseys
'School Jackets IL Gym Bags Murray, Calloway & MSU Colors
*Sweat Clothing - including sweat
pants, hooded jackets & zip jackets

DENNISON-HUNT
1203 Chestnut
$.0.44Rokfierta-Aiosir

•Complete Tennis Center
•T-Shirts S, Shorts Sportswear, Football & Softball Jerseys
•Warmups - over 1,000 to select
from - Men's, Women's & Children's

S

"Everything for that SPORT in YOUR life."
40.A.4,044R.O.e.03,11
,
41.
g•mik4,

Goods
753-8844
4•09411.'"
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By Herschel Nissenson (the first two at home),
they will make their first
AP Sports Writer
appearance in the
Now Hear This!
We'll go slowly so there Pasadena clAssic.
"We've come this far.
won't be any
There's no reason to mess
misunderstanding.
Arizona ... State ... can it up by lack of effort,"
... go ... to a ... bowl ... Rogers says. "Our fans
believe we can play with
game.
anyone. People have the
Any bowl.
Yes, the fourth-ranked idea that when the Sun
Sun Devils are still on a Devils play, they're suptwo-year NCAA proba- posed to win."
The Sun Devils feature
tion, which won't end officially until Dec.31. But a tenacious defense led
while the sanctions in- by three likely first-round
cluded two years of no NFL draftees —
regular-season TV ap- linebacker Vernon Maxpearances (1981 and well, tackle Jim Jeffcoat
1982), it only contained a and safety Mike Richardone-year ban on a bowl son. In comparing ASU's
blitz-happy defense with
trip (1981).
"It seems the rest of that of Southern Cal,
the country believes we Stanford Coach Paul Wigcan't go to a bowl game gin said: "USC does less
because of probation. I (than ASU) in attacking
don't know how many with sheer numbers.
times I've heard that and They don't have guys
it just isn't true," says coining at you out of
Coach Darryl Rogers. helicopters like Arizona
"We're off it (probation) State."
officially on Dec.31, but
we're really off probation
after our last regularseason game (Nov.27
against Arizona). The
rule says we can go to any
STOCKHOLM, Sweden
bowl that benefits the
1982 season, Even if it's a ( AP) — Shlomo GlicksDec.4 bowl game we can tein of Israel outlasted
John Lloyd of England 6go."
There isn't any 7,6-4, 7-6 in the $300,000
postseason action that Stockholm Open tennis
early, unless Rogers championships.
In other mstches, Wowants a bid to the Division I-AA or Division II jtek Fibak of Poland, edgplayoffs. The first major ed Nduka Odizor of
bowl game is the In- Nigeria 7 -5 , 7 dependence Bowl on 5.Frenchman Henri
Dec.11.
Leconte, breezed to a 6-2,
Arizona State, 6-2 victory over Jan ICallhowever, has its eyes on qvist of Sweden.
the Rose Bowl, and if the
Ilie Nastase of
8-0 Sun Devils can get Romania edged Ferdi
past Oregon State, Taygan of the U.S. 6-4, 6Washington and Arizona 4.

Tennis,
briefly
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I thought Nightshift
was going to have a lot of
macabre humor, I had
seen the movie's
previews so I knew the
Sitting was a big city
morgue, where two
morgue attendants,
Henry Winkler and
Michael Keaton, were
running a prostitution
service. I had every right

to expect a fun mixture of
death and sex.
But it isn't like that.
Not a corpse in sight, and
very httle sex. Instead,
the comedy revolves
around the character of
Winkler, a diffident and
put-upon morgue attendant who wears ear
muffs, carries around one
of those little coin purses

Observations

1

A comedy for a dry season
for his change, and is
engaged to a girl who
won't have sex with him
until he's checked the
apartment for burglars.
In rtiiort, Winkler is a
wimp.
Winkler's irritant in hie
is a hip, hyperkinetic
fellow morgue attendant,
played to the obnoxious
hilt by Keaton, who wears
a satin-look jacket, digs
loud rock music,and says
things like "Hey. that's

by Lochie Hart
••

Thrills come from local events

At the Murray State
game Saturday, Oct. 23,
there were some events
worth the price of a
reserved seat. Seeing No.
48 Ron Hopkins stop the
opponents seconds before
he reached the goal line,
was one of the thrills.
Then to watch him take to
the air and literally run
without touching ground,
shouting and waving his
arms — — —that was a
comedy in itself. (Maybe
his feet touched the
ground as he ran for the
bench to let the offensive
take over for Murray).
Thrills is the inadequate word to express the
spine-tingling performance of the band, the
cheerleaders, assisted by
"Dunker," and the band
member doing his
"Banana Slide" kept me
entertained even though
we trailed for a long time
17-0.
The Student Council
parading Red Skeleton
and the pretty mount in
university silks, riding
Violet Cactus — What a
show on a sunny afternoon. Too bad all the
seats were not filled.
Thrills continued in
Thursday's game with
Eastern until the end. But
we lost one point.
You should hear Tory
Sing
"Oaa ecent Sunday

morning worship service
in my church, The First
Christian, the youth choir
composed of
kindergarten and
primary classes, occupied the two front
pews. They wore robes
and sang two numbers,
conducted by Margaret
Boone, choir director.
The performance was
peaked when six-year old
Victoria (Tory) Holton
stood, faced the congregation and sang the
solo part. She is a pretty
little blonde and the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mike Holton. Tory is an
athlete, too. Recently she
won honors on the golf
course.
Didn't get to see Cindy
Meador (Mrs. Dan) and
her husband when they
were visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Koenan. Cindy is a nurse
and is in a home care
team concept program.
Mr. Meador teaches in
the University of Minnesota. Both are

graduates of Murray
State.
"Not since I was a student in Murray State,
have I been in this
restaurant—wasn't it
Rudy's then?" said Jerry
D. McAlister, '71, a
speech major, when we
met in Bentley's recently.
He is financial service
representative for John
Deere Company and
covers Kentucky. His
wife is the former Anita
Hendon, '69. They have
two children — Stacey 9
and Sarah, 6. Jerry
recognized me by his
friendship with Stan
Evanco who lived in my
home while he attended
the University.
How
oes our first
lady's radio plea for
foster grandparents participation in the foster
childrens' program strike
you? In Mrs. Fteagan's
appeal, she says, "It
gives older people a
chance to be wanted
again." Had you thought
that you are not wanted?

radical!" It's r--naturally, who talks
Winkler into miss dot
morgue as their bminess
office.
The diffident and
street-dumb Winkler bibs
a more pheasant relationship with a cute and
streetwise strumpet, one
of his new peripatetic
Here are the questi0113
that drive the plot: Is
Winkler going to shuck
his diffidence and his boring fiancee, and then get
together with the cute
prostitute? Are Winkler
and Keaton going to get
caught for pimping out of
the morgue! Are two
tough pimps going to kill
Winkler and Keaton for
horning in on their
business'
In the meantime, the
settings are interesting
enough to add flavor to
the plot. Most of the action takes place in the
morgue, naturally. but
we are also taken into
those mean streets where
the prostitutes work. And
we even get a brief glimpse of the inside of one of
those nudie clubs a la
Plato's Cave. This one is
called Paradise Found ( I
doubt if Milton would find
that amusing), and while
nearly naked girls cavort
with fat middle-aged men
in the club's steamy pools
and caves, Winkler,
Keaton and the owner are
chasing one another
around the place. It's
hard to know where to
focus one's eyes.
In a dry movie season,
Nightshift is a breath of
fresh air.
Rated PG: No explicit
sex, no explicit violence.
Some bawdy situations
and a few cuss words.

NOW...

YOU'RE INVITED

RECEIVE DOUBLE THE
FACE VALUE OF YOUR
MANUFACTURER'S
COUPONS FROM YOUR
FAVORITE MAGAZINE
OR NEWSPAPERS!

Reports to change
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
(AP) — Weather reports
may some day include an
index that rates the day's
sunburn potential.
A dermatologist at
Strong Memorial
Hospital of the University
of Rochester Medical
Center has developed a
way to measure the sun's
ultraviolet (UV) rays —
rays that cause sunburn.
Dr. Mark Goldgeier
says his Strong Ultra
Violet Index (SUVI)
measures the sun's
strength in milliwatts per
square centimeter; this
reading is translated into
sunburn potential on a
scale ranging from low to
very high.

Soaring
The
Eagles
The Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha invite you to meet or say "hello" again to Artist Bill
Zimmerman on Friday, November 5th, from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. at the Bonk of
Murray, 101 S. 4th Street.
This is a fund raising reception, and the Pikes also invite you to buy one of Bill's
limited edition prints. Think of these prints as great Christmas gifts, and the artist will
autograph each one with a message of your choice - also each person who purchases a
print will receive a complimentary copy of Zimmerman's Raccoon sketch.
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The Original Herrmann's Royal Lippizzan Stallion Tour rP
Location: West Kentucky Exposition Center,
W)‘'
College Farm

JIM ADAMS WILL
REDEEM YOUR
MANUFACTURER'S
COUPONS AT DOUBLE
THE FACE VALUE.
COUPONS NOT TO 'EXCEED 50C FACE VALUE.
NO COUPONS ON
TOBACCO, OR DAIRY
PRODUCTS.
NO FREE COUPONS.

110111•9.•••
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<

Rd., Murray State University.

,
;
i
4 44

$1.00 OFF On All Tickets Bought In Advance
Date(s): Tres. Nov. 9 Time: 4:30 & 8:00
Wed. Nov. 10 Time: 4:30 & 8:00
Advance Tickets: The Exposition Center 753-8890
Cost:
Adult-Save $1.00 On Advance Tickets $6.50
Chili(6-12)-Save $1.00 On Advance Tickets $3.50
Children Under 5 Free
At The Door 57.50 all $4.50

•

LIMIT ONE ceouPON
PER ITEM AS SPECIFIED.

SbIlioes on Display Free Fm' Plic Viewiet:
Location: The Exposition Center
Dates: Toes. Nov. 9 & Wed. Nov. 18
Time: 12:00-3:30 aid 6:38-7:38
The Tour is Sponsored by:
THE FAMILY EDUCATION ASSOCIATNIN
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CLIP YOUR
COUPONS
AND SAVE...!
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SUPER

ADAM

YELLOW
ONIONS

HEALTH 8 BEAUTY AID SAVINGS
SURE
HEAD & SHOULDERS
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
2 oz. Solid
SHAMPOO

4

11 oz.
Concentrate or Cream

Lb. 11
For

6 oz. Aerosol
$

39

Plus Bottles
or Deposit

Limit On.

SIC — DISPOSABLE

LIGHTERS
PLAY BALLS

2

CHECK OUT ... The

PRODUCE PLACE
freshness and quality that is guaranteed.

691

88t'

BUTTERICK
PATTERNS

STYLE

Texas Juicy
Oranges

$
2 1 00

ASSORTED

PAC MAN

HAIR
SPRAY
Regular, Super,

Putty- Pocket Puzzles Stick On - Video Game

Unscented, Ultra Hold
R oz. Aerosol

$128
GREEN ONIONS• WASHINGTON STATE
BELL PEPPERS• RED or GOLDEN
CUCUMBERS•
DELICIOUS pot
.
RADISHES
APPLES

BAMBOO BASKETS

SNO-WHITE

$
INDOOR • OVAL

THROW RUGS

q 99

SEEDLESS
RED or GREEN

WHITE GRAPES

LEAF LETTUCE
Bunch

Lb.

19

89c

SNO-WHITE
8 02. $109

MUSHROOMS

69;

CRISP•1 LB.

/ Pkgs. $100
1
....

CARROTS

GIGANTIC
PRODUCE TENT SALE

@nation,entadina and JIM ADAMS

cliEcK uscoAND

im SAVE im4N.
UP TO

$9.35

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
NOV.5&

SAVE!

SAVE!

SAVE!

OUR PRODUCE MANAGERS ARE
READY TO SERVE YOU.
GUARANTEED QUALITY
S
AND FRESH

when you meet all requirements

171

Hood $ 1

CAULIFLOWER

For

Check out special displays ofthese
products for mail-in forms and details:

F

•

POWDERED•$ QT.

CARNATION MILK
$349

Peanut
Butter
CARNATION- 12 PK.

HOT COCOA MIX

IC
A:18 01-

rtANUT
BUTTER

IGA •SNOWKREEA4
PURE VEGETABLE

$ 1 43

SHORTENING
3 Lb.

CONTADINA
S OZ.
1GA • 120Z.

ORANGE JUICE

694
1

CONTADINA

TOMATO
PASTE

2.194

,Ikai TOMATO
46 SAUCE

EVANPORATED
TALL

CARNATION
MILK
$ 1 00
For

4

AGE•JUMB

294

11

JIMMY WADE

LUGENE BOGARD
OLL

GREEN GIANT • 16 O'

PAPER
TOWELS
CARNATION
107.

COFFEE-MATE

SWEET
PEAS

C. A • 46 0

GRAPEFRUIT-

JUICE

299;
79c
59'
F0r

•
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DUNCAN HINES

FRESH

AGAR• WHOLE

BOSTON BUTT

SMOKED

CAKE
MIX

PICNICS

PORK
ROAST

29

79
1

Guaranteed FRESHNESS and QUALITY...
awn,FARM•WHOLE

Lb.

Lb. 11111
111
7
9

COUNTRY
HAM Sited Free

IN OUR MEAT PLACE!
Nome•MUM
PORK
NECKBONES

/4 COUNTRY

HAM
r
'&11

CRISCO

PINTO
4 Lb BEANS

Vs29
41

Lb

480Z.
OIL

1
2 OZ.
GREEN GIANT•2/

- 4

1

BAKERI• 140Z.

MEAT •• REski

PORK
STEAK

119

139

el•'exx,

U.S. CHOKE

1207.,„
NESTLE'S
MORSELS

RAISIN
BRAN
$169

ELBOW MAC.

SPAGHETTI

PEANUT
T
BUTTER

R.C.
COLA

32 OZ.

2 LITER

Lb

HINDQUARTER
S CHOICE
BONFIE SS

10E1 FOOT

RUMP or TIP
ROAST

I

U.S. CHOKE
Lb $

47

S

10 t

CHITTERLINGS

KRAFT

MARSH
MALLOW
CREME

$128

WHOLE SIDE

4
dmidL

19

Lb

U.S. CHOKE

RONCO • 1607

$1" 79('

$1

FRONT QUARTER

•

20 OZ • POST

WHOLE
HAM

U.S. CHOICE•FREEZER REEF SALE
IA& Wrappod To Your Orciftilit No'Extra Chorg

1-2-9

et.4 f`11-141111

DRY CURED
TI NM kl7i

WI Sit II AN

SPARE
RIBS

ANGEL FLAKE

32 oz. KEG
KETCHUP

69`

Ls.

PURE VEGETABLE

209
HEINZ

BEEF
UVER

rilvitetek

*

Lb 594

SUCED

$499

R1B•EYE

BEEF

STEAKS

LIVER

69c

$379

7 OZ.

69c

ICA • FROZEN • 120/

ORANGE
JUICE

A

Limit Three

1

pORK •
CLIE
.2015
VAN CAMPS. 1607

68
BISCUITS

PORK'N
BEANS

IGA•CHEESE

12 oz. AMERICAN

SINGLES

n9'; 9cr

I

I I

4 51
3 sit.
with this coupon.Limit on
.
p,
i I
fatnily Coupon expires 11,9 82.

Lim= num unimp

rc-Nsvimpi
I

JELL-O GELATIN

roll

1601. FROSTOING

124 off

GOLDEN
CORN

6

OZ CAN

STARKIST
TUNA

or Niblet s Corn • I 2 or

69 99

Van(amps

rc
—xs_up2D1

GREEN GIANT • 110/

IGA• MOZZARELLA
or CHEDDAR

SHREDDED
HAMBURGERnHELPER

I

With this coupon. Limit one per
m
faily.
Coupon expires 11.9'82.
BCNv
o
6fr
a
alms

$1 39

With

CHEESE

15* off

thrs coupon Limit one pof I
fornny Coupon ex piri
sn 11 9 92
luiCwv
6
4.
/0 1

4 crz.

694

1201.•PIK)7.114

LAM MAKES••OZ.

WHIPPED
BUTTER(
111*.
aura
$ 19
•

DOWNY FLAKE

1

10 OZ.•Monk

TOTINO
PIZZA figi
,
11
40

99`

WAFFLES

894
II OZ.•INRO18111

COOL
WHIP

79.
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Detroit shopping tradition to close downtown doors in Jon
DETROIT (AP) —
When Santa Claus waves
to children Thanksgiving
Day from a balcony out- side the J.L. Hudson Co.
store in downtown
• Detroit, he'll be waving
goodbye.
His appearance traditionally 'climaxes the na-

floor space exceeded only
by Macy's in New York —
is closing in January,
leaving the downtown
area of the nation's sixthlargest city without a major department store.
Hudson's, a Detroit institution for more than
100 years, is blaming a 20year sales decline at its
downtown store for the
decision. The firm has
said it would concentrate
on more profitable suburban stores.
The size of the
building ... and its age
make it an expensive and
inefficient arena to do
business in," Hudson's
Chairman P. Gerald
Mills said when the closing was announced in July. "Consumers ... prefer

Lion's oldest Turkey Day
parade, which annually
attracts an estimated
half-million people. And
although it's likely Santa
and the crowds will
return for the 57th edition
of the parade next year,
Hudson's won't.
The "Big Store" — with

BIG JOHN'S
BRICK OVEN

BAKERY
fa,

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

FRIED
CINNAMON
ROLLS

ACROSS
1 Vehicle
4 Baby
bringer?
9 Secret agent
12 Oslo coin
13 Downy duck
14 Baker's
product
15 Mendicant
17 Figures 1 to 9
19 Evaluated
21 Title of
respect
22 Newspaper
paragraph
24 Deposit
26 Precious
stones
29 Filled
31 Peruke
33 Drunkard
34 Yes, in
Madrid
35 Proverb
37 Dance step
39 Sun god
40 Rubber tree
42 Uncles
44 Royal
46 Actual being
48 Lad
50 Speech
51 London meal
53 Flowers
55 Fascinations
58 Guardian
61 Golf mound
62 — alia
64 Time period
65 Sweet potato
66 Chinese coin
67 Lair

99t

5 For
Ilds At It lest Ilse. 3

E OF THE KEK
CHOCOLATE
MOUNDS CAKE $499
ANGEL FOOD 169
CAKES
pJ

.4 IL—

BUITERTOP
BREAD

DOWN

2 For 99'

1 Male swan
2 Exist
3 Feel

Big John's

EU

DEUCIOUS FOODS PREPARED
FRESH DAILY!

(

.
:i

1

2

CLASSIFIED

CCU WC OUGIAJEJ
CIDEI =EU MULL
UM CUM LOLL

41 Value highly
43 Conjunction
45 Panted
47 Moray
49 Country
.bumpkin
52 Landed
54 Weights of
4

3

12

19

8

7

We specialize in
Rotary Antenna
and Tower Work.

10 11

9
14

17

lid

18RUU
20

23

46

8

Olympic Plaza
Hrs. 9-9 Daily
9-1 Sunday

India
55 Pigpen
56 Edible seed
57 Nahoor
sheep
59 Before
60 Hurried
63 Digraph

13

Id
fil
40

5

VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

24

21
25

28

27 28

iiii Nii kJ wurn
A DISPLAY OF T-SHIRTS AND JERSEYS — Students from Robertson
School gathered outside for a picture of their recently purchased
Elementary
m Ni Wil id id yellow and black
Murray High Tigers shirts. The shirt sales, held exclusively for

41

"

42 U 43

lid 52

48

students and teachers at the Robertson facility, was a fund-raising project of the
school's PTO.Some 164 shirts and jerseys have presently been sold by the group.
Others are still available from the projects coordinator, Frances Galloway at
753-8496. Pictured above from left are (first row) Roman Shapla, Rachel King,
Nathan Boltz and John Galloway. From left (back row) are Jaenne Rayburn,
84• Matthew Weatherly, Heather Scott, Glenda Roos, teacher, Crystal Johnson,
87NS Beth Rose and Chip Greene.
Staff photo by Greg Travis
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A WINDOW WAS
SMASHED BY A
BASEBALL
DURING
RECESS

I KNOW THAT, MARCIE

THOSE OF
YOU WHO ARE
INNOCENT--

PLEASE
RAISE YOUR
HANDS

Now Open. Flo's
Market.. Go 94 East to
Duncan's Grocery, turn
right, 5 miles. Phone
436-5894. Bring this ad.
Free Gift.

COLOR
CHARISMA
is coming
to Murray.
YOU LOOK 7 13IG PATE
TI RED TOPAY,
LAST NIGHT
MISS SUXLEY
St

I 1-10PE YOLl
KEPT I-11M IN
I-11S PLACE./

ACTUALLY, IT
WAS MY PLACE

For more Igor
ion. call Judy & S
sty Salon. 153-5902.
Hand tinting and
I oil is pointed in ours
Studio. Come ins
sand see some.)
samples.
CARTER STUDIO III
61300 Main 753 82.3811.

IT'S EVERY
BIT AS GOOD
45 OUR <
1-44MBURGER5

$29

1
15 AWUJ
ft

YUCK!THIS

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
WANDA.
FUTRELL

B.B.Q. LOAF
is. $429

HOT PEPPER
CHEESE $329
LUNCHEON
SPREAD $129

Shirley
Florist
and
Garden Center

Have 5 minutes? Call
759-4444 for on inspirational message to
brighten your day.
Children's tope 7594445.

2 Platt akken

1 RA

Arratgements
la hash*
flows.

502 N. 4th
Maim, Ky.
753-3251

SNACK-PAC
CHICKEN DINNER
Potato

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
212E. Main
753-1586

61
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CAKE OF THE WEEK!

remorse
4 Chair
5 Wearies
6 GI green
7 Crimson
8 — Kris-tofferson
9 Steeples
10 Fruit seed
11 Affirmative
16 Contests
18 Two-wheeled
carriage
20 Condensed
moisture
22 Send forth
23 Does a tec's
job
25 Gratuity
27 Ethical
28 Stem
30 Obstruct
32 Long fish
36 Spider's trap
38 Mediterranean vessel

WHAT ARE YOU
DOING, 51R?

STOP KM JOHN'S BRICK
OVEN BAKERY IN YOUR LOCAL
BID JOHN STORE AND
REGISTER EACH WEEK FOR A

FREE

built what then was °impala.
The store's 400 full-time McCabe, president of
America's largest But as Greenstein says, and 400 part-time Detroit Renaissance
regional shopping center "In business, money employees will be offered a group of more Om 1$
— Northland — about 13 comes first. Tradition se- jobs in 10 other suburban Detroit-area corporadons
miles northwest of cond."
Detroit Hudson stores, aimed at revitalizing the
downtown Detroit.
downtown area.
Tradition always was Mills said.
to
take
"They're
going
McCabe's hopes lie in
big
at
the
family-owned
agmoved
"Hudson's
gressively to the suburbs Hudson's, "certainly one care of all of us," said one the now -dormant
because that's where of the leading department sales clerk who refused to Cadillac Square Retail
their market went. It's stores in the U.S.," says be quoted by name. "We Project. The empty
basic economics," says author Robert Hen- feel it is the best store in block-size parcel of land
Monroe Greenstein, drickson, who wrote "The the country. We'll miss it in the heart of downtown
senior analyst at Bear Grand Emporiums," a and so will a lot of other was the site of the old
Kern's store and was enStearns Co. in New York. book about the nation's people."
Hudson's is the last of visioned years ago as a
great department stores.
Detroit had a "You won't see another three full-line depart- place .where Hudson's
predominantly white like it," he says.
ment stores to flee eventually could
population of 1.8 million
downtown. The Kern Co., relocate.
in 1950. Now the The main floor at Hud- across the street from
Mills, however, has
recession-wracked city son's downtown is a Hudson's, folded in the said he sees little hope for
has a population of 1.2 throwback to another late 1950s. Crowley's, a the project "in the near
million, 63 percent black, era. High ceilings. Mar- block behind Hudson's, future."
according to the latest ble floors. Chandeliers. vacated in the late 1970s.
"Detroit is dead," says
census, and an unemploy- Lush red carpets.
What will happen to New York retailing
ment rate of more than 18 Elegance — from the per- downtown Detroit?
analyst Greenstein.
percent. The median in- fume counter to the brass
"We'll survive," says — When I stay in
come of a city resident drinking fountains. A Lawrence Light, ex- downtown Detroit, I
stands at $17,033, "a browser's paradise.
ecutive vice president of never leave the hotel
significant decline" of
The mezzanine is a Meyer Treasure Chest after dark. I'm not the on$2,842 from 1969, says maze of specialty stores Stores, which operates a ly one who feels that
Gordon Lester of the U.S. in a nostalgic at- chain of Detroit-area way."
Census Bureau.
mosphere: a flower shop, jewelry stores, including
Detroit city officials shoe repair, a counter for one north of Hudson's.
Answer to Tuesday's Pilule still are trying to reverse stamp and coin collectors "We will carry on. ...
the decision by Hudson's, and a card shop. Then There's still a market
MCC OEM GUM which merged in 1969 there was the American
2. Notice
downtown."
MOO CUM VED with
Dayton Corp. to flag — 104 feet by 205 feet
-I'm not convinced that
UULICOU MG CUD
SPECIAL
MOM BEUMU form Dayton Hudson of red, white and blue J.L. Hudson's is going
Corp., a nationwide cloth unfurled outside the forever from downtown
MUUCCOCC UM
SALE
COMM UM OCU retailer based in Min- building on Flag Day.
Detroit," adds Robert
CU WUCUOGU
Romington 30.06 742
DUE UM MUM
Woodmaster
LU CODUCUEU
$225.00
GLICUU CUM

a multi-faceted shopping
environment with several
major anchor stores, a
variety of speciality
shops and nearby free
parking."
Since then, he has
declined to be interviewed about the fate of the
store.
Sales at the downtown
store have been falling
steadily since 1953, from
a peak of 8153 million to
$45 million in 1981, according to a confidential
company memo obtained
by the Detroit Free
Press.
Hudson's was the nation's first major retailer
to invest in the expanding
and more affluent
suburbs. In 1954, the
family-owned company

We love You!
7
A
.4,Ti5

/-4

I WAS NOT FOOLISH ENOUGH
TO LET YOU FACE ME ALONE,
WITHOUT PROTECTION,

NOW.
I SELECT
W.X.1 ,46trW
ENOUGH
OF THiG
HU4SAN7.
FOOLISH
YOU CALLEP
TALK.
THAT FOOLISH?'

I HAVE NO
INTENTION OF
BECOViiNe YOUR
HU513ANP, QUEEN
KAROLA

THIS.'

GUARP5!

•
5HE WAS„ THUNDER'I'RUCK; MEN HAP FOUGHT •
'TRUCK
FOR HER 5tYttLE. NONE HAP
EVER REFUEEP HER.

J.W. and P.W.

HICKORY LANE
STABLES

HAYRIDES
Wien*, Roast
Group Rosorvatioas

/

toihr.
r

Mil FROM 818 MINI'S MICR IVO BAKERY

111•2

4

759-4588
753-7637

t•
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.
1
1
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Cosnosooe G.
We install auto glass.
store fronts and in
sulaIed glass. We fix
storm windows, doors
and screens and cut
glass table tops,
mirrors and windows
We also replace and
repair patio door glass
Call 753-01110 or 753-279$.
816 Coldwater Road.

A good used Spinet
Piano Or small upright
Call 753 9211
Used office desk 753
VW or 753-1108
We buy aluminum be
verage cans, Birp Re
cycling Center behind
Pizza Hut, Fulton_

Ludwig MIMI Set. 1
Bass Drum, 2 Mounted
Toms. 1 Floor Tom. .
Ride Symbol, 1 High
Nat Rocker Need Cali
Ben Nix 753-3715 after S.

•

SUM InE
ll 3lE

4.Mk Sale
Sleeping room. re
frrgerator.
m ialt. Forty
Zinit
ate entrance
merman Apts . S 16m
St 753-4.49

3t.limesfor Rat

MiSCSIIIIISINI
For Rent - Beautiful
10ft. Aluminum and exclusive 3 4 bed
broker, 436 2802 room home two miles
after 5p.m.
15. Articlesfor Sale
from Murray Available
for lease lease/option
5 Diamond cluster ring II hp router tiller, same
Contact
or purchase
total weight approx 50 as new, $225. 1972
Lincoln, nice car, KOPPERUD REALTY
great
buy
for
Pt.,
k Help Wanted
10 ft
Boston 753 1222 for Nil details
Christmas. Night 759- 51,200
Whaler Sail Boat and Three bedroom, no pets
1478.
trailer, $500 Will con
Evenings 753 9261
90 Point diamond sider trade on any of the
Three bedroom house.
solitare ring, superb above
items. 436-2506.
12 miles from Murray
quality, price too great
Firewood
for sale
on Hwy 962, Hardin
Secretory end to pass up, great for
after 1:30 Phone 753313.4 before Call 606-251-3707.
Sales help wanted. Christmas
5P-rn
759-1478.
Two young ladies want
beeriest' profor• Barber chairs, excel Firewood cut to order. to share a nice house
$30. per rick
Call with another lady, near
red- APPIT is Per- lent condition, 759-4502.
436-7292.
MSU and downtown. 1
For sale Air Com1
2 bath, private entr
son no phone calls pressors. Dill Electric, Firewood $22.50 per /
rick VC° for 5 ricks. once. Available Nov. 1
753-9104
THAT'S IT GOLD
Call Rebekah after
Delivered
Free mat
Refrigerator,
JEWELRY
two
small
SILVER
&
5p.m., 753-6577
cies. 753 1886.
gas
stoves,
one
electric
OLYMPIC PLAZA
For Sale, like new, 4x1
:ook stove. 753-5292.
lighted sign 5350 Call 37. Livestock-Supplies
753-1217.
H ousewives and
King, automatic wood For sale, Gaited Saddle
students, Owen Milts
heater, deluxe cabinet Horse, Sorrel, fifteen
Studio needs you to
with lift off cook surface hands tall. 759-1964 or
make appointments by
top. Brick lined fire box 419-2351.
telephone, 3.35 per hour
with cast iron grates
Pets-Supplies
guaranteed good pay
and doors. $249.99
for light delivery work,
Wallin Hardware, Paris AKC Cocker Spaniel
car neccesary, big boTn.
puppies. One black and
nus for those who are
Red crushed velvet one blonde, males, 12
tops. Morning and
60/10 seats out of late weeks old. All shots.
evening shift, see Ellen
$50. 382 2693.
model Oldsmobile
Pin Ball Modeles Good
Carter, Nov. 3rd at
for customizing
AKC German Shepherd
Eagle Inn after 9 a.m.
- Night Mader.
Call 762-2354
puppies 60 champions,
E.O.E.
Surplus jeeps, cars and also guard dogs and
Call 753-8200
Now taking applications
boats. Many styles nte Registered Eskimo
for dancers, waitresses
under $50. For I n - Spitz. 502-55-4-2153.
and bartenders at the
formation, call 312-931- '
Pit Bull deg puppies
Olympic Torch Lounge 16. Home Furnishings
1961, ext. 1774-A.
.UKC registered $100
Restaurant. Call /44
9577 for ,appointment or For Sale GE electric Wood for sale. De- 1-901-3612402, Dresden.
apply in person from stove, $25. Call 436-2410 livered anytime. 474
39. Poultry-Supplies
or 759-/455. Ask for 2274.
4-12p.m.
Patty.
For sale different
COMPANY
IL
O
27. Mobile Home Sales
variety of peacock, also
OPENING. Off shore Maple furniture, large
rigs. No experience dresser, desk with chair 12x40, 1 bedroom, 2.5 other fowl. Call
necessary. Start im- and mirror. 753-6687 miles from MSU cam- 1-522-653-5951 at 3:30
pus, ideal for college p.m.
mediately. $35,000 plus after 4:30.
per year. For informa- Sofa bed, good condi- couple, owner will fintion, 312-920-9677, ext. tion, green plaid. 753- ance with no interest
41. Public Sale
$500 down, $100 per
1774B.
6275 after 3:00.
month for 24 mos. Total
RN or LPN position Used furniture,
$2,900.606-672-3479.
available. Part time for 753-2337.
12x65 American '70
the 3-11 shift, working Vinyl
hide-a-bed couch, model, 11
/
2 baths, 3
Monday thru Friday matching chair,
and bedrooms. Private
with every weekend off. vinyl rocker chair. RePersons interested asonable. Call Scott at large lot with septic and
city water hook-up. Call
should apply in person 753-6316.
after 4 p.m. 753-3635.
at Care Inn, 4th and
Indiana, Mayfield, Ky. Weber upright piano, 1974 12x70 Mobile home
reconditioned, buy and furnished, central
or call 247-0200.
heat
bought from Lonardo's and air, washer and
Mors., Fri. and Sat.
Wanted, responsible of Paris, Tn. Call 753dryer, 3 bedroom, 1 1/2
person to babysit and do 0126 after 6 p.m.
7014 College Form
Located at El/
bath
light housekeeping in
Rd. Appliances, fin• Fox Meadows, 753-36/3
my home on the lake in
(tore, clothing,
or 753-6848.
Panorama Shores area.
Good Coronado Cop.
1/A yjgjno .1,21(70,.„2
s,
must...ileavo ..1r.anSPacts4
pine - Roftigorotor
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath, dintion and referenceswith
Freotor 21.4 Co. Ft.
ing room, central heat
work beginning mid
December, Mon. Fri.,
and air, $6,000 or best
For $ 1 75.00. Call
9-5. Call 436-5380.
offer. Located out by
759.1405.
East School. 753-8031.

4.Itssi Estee

3 Party
Geroge Soo
time. NO So.
, Norm. Nov. S
Mb. 9 o'clock.
.

4•NI

.414.

'mu'
.
od, spool bed,
coontortop stove,

Mt Wadi

-

For
Sale

HELP
WANTED
Attractive position in
Murray end surrounding area for wide
ma* person of neat
immanence and good
character. Steady
work no layoffs, life
insoronce,
hospitalization, pension pion, incentive
bongs. If intorerstod
be at Holiday Inn,
Murray, Ky. lobby at
6 p.m. Thursday Nov.
4 or Friday, Nov. 5 at
9....

18, Sewing Machines
For sale: $200 used
Singer Touch and Sew
sewing machine and
cabinet. Special ZigZaCI
with 8 fashion discs. All
other attachments included. Like new. 7537217 after 5p.m.

19. Farm Equipment
For sale International
303 Combine. 753-8156.

2/. Musical
For sale: 2 year old
home stereo system
excellent condition.
Yamaha CR420 receiver, semi-auto turntable, Genesis 1 plus
speakers 5395. 753-7217
after 5p.m.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
A one or two, newly
decorated, central heat,
gas or electric, $85 to
$150 per month. Also
Kenmore washer and
dryer for sale. Shady
Oaks Trailer Ct.
Nice big unfurnished
mobile home, central
heat and air, water
furnished, TV tower.
Couples only no pets.
Call 492-8348.
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murray, no
pets. Call 489-2611.
Old 641, /
1
2 mile south of
Almo Heights, in front
of Paul Rushing's Shop,
two bedroom, no pets.
753-5618.

29. Heating-Cooling

9. Situation Wanted
small family would like
to take care of small
farm in exchange for
rent. Or would like to
rent small farm with
the option to buy. Phone
753-0565 before 10AM,
after 6:PM.
Want to do babysitting
in my home, $5.00 per
day. Night too. Call
759-4673.
Will babysit in my
home. Have references.
Call 753-8174.

11. Instruction
Guitar lessons
Have
experience and references. 753-3686.

13. For Sale or Trade
For sale 14 inch x 22 ft
metal covert. Call 1.362149 or 753-0315.

INFLATION
PRICES
On

Pioneer,

Sony,

any), Majestic,
Maroutz car stereos.
World of Sound
xperl

21 yews IN Woidess
753-51165

Air conditioning,
appliance and
refrigeration service. All brands.
759-1322.
Ambassador fireplace
insert, cheap Call 7539500 before 9 a m

13. Exterminating
- X. Business Rentals

MUR DER
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

GIANT 6
PARTY
INDOOR YARD
SALE

Main St., Hazel. Fri
8-? Sat. 8-4. 30
bicycles, antiques,
crofts, clothes, fornitore, ollodin in.,
weather calking,

FOR
SALE
New Concord
Arm

Store fixtures and antiques. Antique oak
show cases, steel
shelving, drink box,
collectible

pocket
witches, guns,
jewelry, gloss,
hoot* stove and
much
more.
Everything most go by
Nov. 15th.

Call 436-2506

43. Real Estate

Shout

0'

Realty

Office Coast te Gest
Ilueertire. learvaliere
Mak %Mee Sims 194
1912 Oikliiimer Real
Perm,Itennicky 4/071
(501)7534116
Anytime
101 L. KENNON
Weller
Lkemed & Ileaded
Olt
Just listed, two adjacent houses zoned for
professional office use
Excellent location on
Main Street near down
town. Can be purchased
together or separate.
Each priced in the 530's.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

KOPP RI D

For Sale Garage/Body
Shop. Terms. Discount
for cash. Excellent
income. Rents for $200
monthly. Will trade.
759-1739.
Three bay cleanup shop.
Air compressor furnished. Call Eddie
Morgan, 753-9200

fat
A sound
ment that

.
in vesP

will pay
for itself. Modern
brick duplex - 4
rooms, bath,
modern kitchen
w/appliances, central gas heat and
central air. Good
location. Price
reduced to $49,600.
OPPERUD
EALTY. 753222.

•pttsarnom •FRESII MIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SOPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING 'RANDS OF COSMETIC
•1101111STER °STOW PRODIKTS
Frog Delkery mi Prescription a Chy Units
• 4.

32. Apts. For Rent
HOUSE FOR SALE
Located /
3
4 mile from lake. Partially
Completed 2 bedroom home ready to
complete as you want. Owner must sell

and will finance. Call 759-1405.

Easy access 2 bedroom,
furnished apt , 305 N.
7th 5220 month include
gas heat and water.
901-247-5455
One bedroom, 414 S
10th, Murray. Call 492
8225.

home built in 1974 has three bedroonui, two
baths, full finished basement, patio, deck
and many other extras.

announces a change in office hours
beginning November 1 the office will
be open

Call
Purdom & Thurman
753-4451
For More Information

Monday-Thursday 8:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M.
Closed All Day On Fridays
Open Most Saturdays 9 A.M.-12:00 Noon

v

serstiouni

tok 0,0 meow ssill
fettering by Seers
evIlefflatIc tram
eilliti•e•iiis
11••/
Cow..
AAA
nuosion. MAIO occspoi
hoormoo &
04011114194 91 SI Mire.
eucellont POPO
lent condition
Rod l000le
Oars
Mob Calliness
Non. 755 11)4 Ohm
f113
Soosboido CartI.
beanies. Is- MARL mums
P
Sumo. Rome*
1441 Chevrolet
as.
ekes, Corl•
geed gas mileage
W-4411
Coulees. etc.
evewards /53 9861
141 Chevrelet CaOrice
lessesellie
4.Lab tor Sato
Clasek. all maroh wir
436-2546
sect slope meads
For sale 1 vi acres ono out. privately own
Activist
well septic. end 00 Cilliterate car
eifil'S Meaegram
tricity, near Alm° $488 mhos. 36.188. cell 753 Don/ aMov New takind
firm 442 WM
Christmas orders /13
Three Lakeview lets in NM Darien 1114 A I
Condition
Phone 7$'
Lakeway Shores. in
1913
chiding water and Mid
tic tank, MON
Call 1977 Dodo* Charger
753 07/8 after Sp in
sports car
bucket
Illmmilig
Two. IS
Throe acre Of
miles Seats. 11 track, stereo
mos"umerimmwo,
sound. good condition
off 280
Must soli
hou6 pokwesolool. Dom
1973 Dodge Monaco. 4
4119 2775
stili
Silt 4114T I die
VIllbowoom.
door, clean, family
MO
make ere, brisernifilts
owned cars. actual
or 341.1641.
dry
~ft
00V0404,4 V
mileage
tS. Farwsfor Solt
Pnone
guaranteed
C•ii or
/53 //07
Located 7/1
write M•rg•n C•n
Fairview Dr
Slevellen
143 Acres located on
Co Rte 7 Sow
1977 Trans Ann_ owe
domm
419 A. P•ilLic an k
Slate Line Road be
condition
437
4774
tween Hazel and New
minims. do *se rwei. or Call I 44 PM
Providence 90 acres 1978 LTD. groughan
on limd had
sal
27,000
miles.
Wt. cruise.
under cultivation Some
losiefeedsm
floors.
Air,
stereo
AM
FM
timber, well, spring and
tape 54.500 Call 759
smowsmOsod.
year round creek
Several good building 1049
753-3317
sites. Priced at 596.003. 1979 Malibu. like new. 1
Call KOPPERUD car owner, perfectly 41111PORIMIONIMMIIMMIMIL
REALTY, 753-1121 for maintained -Call 491 Fence sales at SOWS
more details
8614
now Call Sears 733vy
Thirty acres Of good 19110 Toron•do, excel e ngin* ISO
farm land, good lent condition, tilt. Two new glass pock
highway frontage on cruise, AM -FM MIS- mufflers IIS each Call
County Line Road Must VW leather interior. 753 6308
sell. For more informs spoke wheels. 753-9567
tion, call 49 2775
1981 Chevette, 753 1713
1981 Ford Escort OL, 4
di' , like new, automatic
4k Hamster Sale
transmission, air.
We buy 1st and Pitd
Power Steering and
mortgages at a discount
BARGAIN! New listing brakes, reclining front
from individu•is and
n Almo
11
/
2 story seats, custom trim,
Companies
aluminum sided home cokir fawn Call 753 8501
Credit
Thrift OM Air Center
with one acre yard. This after 5p.m.
**mum Cole. Manager
home has everything
1981 Pontiac
753 5673
you need at a bargain boded,
low miles. will
price. 1 bedroom, builttrade Call 753055.5 Or
in range 8 refrigerator,
7539640
wall to wall carpeting,
CARS
sell fOr $117 IS
fireplace with inset, and
dryer hookup. Only (average) Alm) Jeeps.
Available at
In/9/
$19,900
Call Spann Pickups
local Gov't Auctions
No specialize In never
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
For Directory call 405
net *stir eel.. In.
Completed In "IT'. 3 6V 6000 Ext 815$ Call
stall water linos and
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath, refundable
IPPlw
ranch style home. New Mustang
water systems.
72 Mach 1,
carpet, refrigerator, white/black stripes
"'SITU
stove, a/c, drapes, Sharp 753 6947
blinds, disposal and
NUMMI
wallpaper. Also utility
BELLS
MIK
SO.
Used Trucks
room, carport, and
wooden deck. $41,900
9411-364•3476
1977 Ford Truck, also a
1618 Oak Hill, 753-5014
fiberglass topper for
wiii snerpon nano sows.
EXTRA NICE 11
/
2 story long bed imported
GENERAL NOME circular saws. and
home in city. Stucco pickup Call 4911
8305.
REPAIR 15 years •x
chain saws. 753 056
exterior with 3 be
1977 Pickup truck,,few ...0s0mco... Caws/a
droeiwil and separate wheel
drive, low frill, COncret•, Plumbing.
dining room. Extras
ape. 753 3076
roofing, sliding
NO
include wall to wall
JOB TO SMALL Free
carpeting, drapes, 1978 Ford Courier, Ask
estimates
Days 474
dryer hook-up and one ing 13000 Call 753 0668
car garage. Gas heat 1982 Dodge Ram Pickup 2159, nights 4747276
for low utility bills. repossessed
for sale
Priced to sell at $25,000 753 5573
'SIN
Call Spann Realty As
typoomiler.
soc. 753-7724.
51. Campers
and
HEY LOOK ME OVER,
PROR:rls?
1910 Miq,as Camper
ronscriblog asL END ME YOUR
E AR...Excellent Van, Ford Chassis, 20
Rood
second opi•
. Pleb op
ft,
excellent
condition,
neighbOrhOOd...0lose to
Woo? lioild-op
ovoisido.
18,600
miles,
511,400
shopping center,
Call 753 3720
Rosidontiol. L.
groceries, and restau
c.
rant. And I have spacious rooms and a flow- 52. Boats-Motors
(Waled, 759-1711 or
ing, easy floor plan.
753.11076.
Si.PM adorns
Cabinets and storage 1978 Hydro Sport Bass
galore. .so, Look me Boat with motor and
Five puppies. 4'
,mak"
over by calling CEN- trailer $4,700 Call 753
I male Will be small
2330.
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs
dogs 759 141
Realtors at 753 1492. Chris Craft Cruiser, 26
This home is located in ft overall, sleeps four
condition.
Circarama on a quiet In excellent
tree-lined street. With Mahogany inside and
easing of interests, we out. Berthed at Penis
Podiatrist-Foot Specialist
have the financial Landing Marina and
Bel Air CIPetef, SO 12th Stroet
knowledge to make it priced for early sale.
Murray, Ky 42071
•
1 502 753-0666
Call 753 9772. If Out
affordable for you.
HOW/ by ApposevIrrient M ve
answering service will
L OVE OLDER
HOMES'
) Enjoy the take message and I will
luxury of large size pet back to you
rooms plus many builtins with bright, cheerful S3. Services Offered
decor. New central gas
furnace plus garage
ola Series Ca.
apartment for rental
ool OW silts'.
income. Call 753 1492
today for your tour of
custom trim work.
the property. Owner is
Locotod Downtown
biomes. Call Will El
making this house af/S3-11111
fordable. He owns two
homes. .his loss is your
gain
CENTURY 21
Bob's Home Improve
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
mint. 17 years building
SAVE US$ buy direct
experience, remodel
from owner. 3 or 4
ing, additions, concrete
bedroom brick. 1 1/2
work, repairs, general
Call
oath. 1690 sq ft. TVA
home maintance
insulated 1605 Belmont.
753-450).
753-4193.
hordes I tbossoo

con

DOUBLED
MIMS
SERVICE
Mt do any typo
of chiming.
474-$030

PINSIRIPING

factry &
Cato

153-99911

PItOPISSIONAL
TYPING
SERVICE

1-302-2203

3 Parking Spaces
For Rent

r

Murray,
$25.00 per assafk for all throe.
753-1916 ask for Tod
Morley Loolgor & Times

C. Motorcycles
1979 DT 100 Yamaha in
excellent condition,
$250 Call 753 3629
1911 ISOYZ Yamaha,
good condition. 7522491.
'82 Honda CB 900
custom two tone red. '12
Honda GL 1100 As
pencade two tone silver,
stereo and CB
Both
bikes are about three
months old, have
around 2,000 miles.
753 7252.

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING
21 years experience.
Stained floors oor
speciality.
0001AU
FLOOR CO.
354-6127
FREE ESTIMATES On
all electrical, plumbing,
painting and well Pump
needs, licensed. Call 753
009'1 or 753 9473

49. Used Cars

REDUCED: Located on a large tree filled
lot
mile West of Lynn Grove on
Lawrence Road. This three bedroom brick

Richard H. Crouch MD,DABEP

Servics011wil

STUART A. NAULTY, D.P.M.

753-1222

WALLIS DRUG

Mini
Wisrehoese
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4751

41.

WELL
OULU

Garage
Sale

I

MN.

1964 Grand Prix, good
For
condition, 5850
more information, call
753-0530 after 4 p.m
1969 Charger, $500. Call
759 4700 after 5 30.
1970 Volkswagon
Square Back, good en
gine and body, $$00.
Firm. 753-7580 after
Pin

1971 Maverick 130. 6
cylinder staight shift,
good condition 753 0114
1973 Opal GI. 4 speed,
good engine and body
$1400 762 243
1974 Ford Torino, 4 dr.,
stood condition, $750 Or
best offer . 753-6780

Alundism and Vinyl
siding end Abode's
him for WI booms. h
II*Ve Pokrt.4
Irk Glover
753-1873

;

IN THE COUNTRY ON PAVED ROAD
This fins frame 2 bedroom horse with &beg roes, den, 'linty and kitchen with
belit-his has moat sew siding, it.,.
windows and sod sere that mites this
a very &simile Mese on approx. 1
we let. Asking Price $21,000.
Also available with Mose is a 12x3e
/
2 acre
block eethelldiop se•mei ef 11
price.
asking
$32,•••
yes went•mini faro, the home,
eirtindiding and a *stollen, &WO
bore on op te S acres if Wed far so ese
Lig price of $42,1184. Owner
....ibis. Call 481-2414 ask for lafrany.
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USED CAR lb TRUCK REDUCTION
GMAC

LOCAL BANK FINANCING AVAILABLE

1982 Ropsi
2 tone, light ond dock Jodestone, tilt,
cruise, AM-FM, wheels, 21xxx miles.
Was $8,977
Now $1,501
1912 Carfless!aprons
4 door, grey, burgondy interior, power
steering, power brakes, oir conditioning,
tilt, cruise, AM-FM, divided motes,
26xxx miles.
Was $8,977
Now $1,500
1912 Oldsaosiis Dolts loyal
4 door, beige, beige cloth interior, power
steering, power brakes, oir condition tilt
cruise, AM-FM, divided sects, 22xxx
miles.
Was $9,577
New $11,800
1981 Corvette
Blue, silver interior, gloss top, loaded
18,xxx miles.
Was $14,977
Now $13,9011
1911 Maths
4 door, red, camel interior, power steering, air-conditioning, 4 speed transmission, roof rock, roily wheels, 39,xxx
miles.
Now $5,477
Was $6,977
1911 Nyasa* Nefizon
4 door red, burgundy interior, AT, AC,
77xxx miles.
Now $3,700

19118 Pontius Ilaneeville
2 door, silver, blue interior, power steering, power brakes, air-conditioning, rear
window defoger, 36,xxx miles.
Was $7,477
Now $6,000
1900 128 Goners
Silver, blue interior, 4 speed, power steering, power brakes, air-conditioning,
power windows, 27,xxx miles.
New $6,800
Was $7,877
1980 Oldsmobile Wass LS
4 door, blue, white vinyl top, white interior, power steering, power brakes, air conditioning, 33,xxx miles.
Was S6,777
New $5,700
1981 kick Rigel Lidted
2 door, grey, grey roof, grey interior,
power steering, power brakes, oirconditioning, cruise control, AM-FM
stereo, 37,xxx miles.
Was $6,977
New $6,501
1979 LTD
4 door, white, red roof, red interior, power
steering, power brakes, air condition,
AM-FM. 46xxx miles.
Was $4,877
Now $4,400
1979 Poetise Trans Am
Red, red interior, power steering, power
brakes, air condition, AM-FM.
Was $7,977
Now $6,500

1978 Ilstrasey Greed Morph
2 door, dr. blue, beige vinyl roof, beige
leather interior, looded, 57xxx.
Now $34011
Was 14,277
1977 Peonies Grind Prix
Orange, ton top, ton interior, power steering, power brakes, air condition, rally
wheels. 65xxx miles.
Was $4,277
Now $3,400
1977 Monte Grie Widen
Silver, red interior, power steering, power
brakes, air-conditioning, 49,xxx miles.
New $3,800
Was $4,277
1977 Ford Grenade
2 door, block, grey interior,power steering, power brakes, air-conditioning, AM
FM,68,xxx miles,
Now $24111
Was $3,277
1977 Chevrolet Caprice
4 door, red, block interior, power steering, power brakes air-conditioning, power
windows, power locks, AM-FM, 47,xxx
miles.
Was $3,977
New $3,500
1976 ilekk Riverie
Burgondy, beige interior, loaded, 95xxx
miles.
Was $2,977
New $2,500
1975 Ford Term.
4 door, green, automatic transmission.
Was $1,477
Now ;900

CHECK US BEFORE YOU BUY A USED CAR OR TRUCK SOMEWHERE ELSE
1981 Olds Regency
4 door, white, red leather interior, diesel,
loaded, built-in C.B.
Was $10,877
Now $9,800
1981 Pontiac Greed Prix Ilreeoltom
2 tone, beige and brown, windows, tilt,
cruise, AM-FM cassette, wire cops.
Was $8,277
Now $7,900
1911 Meets Carle
2 tone burgondy, burgony vinyl interior,
rally wheels, AM-FM, 13xxx miles.
Was $7,977.00
New $6,900.00
1901 Cumin 128
Silver, red interior, T-top, 26xxx miles,
power steering, power brakes, air conditioning, AM-FM cassette.
Was $9,777
Now $7,900
1981 Dotson 2101X
2 plus 2 GLP Pog white, red leather interior, T-tops, loaded, 5 speed, 37xxx
miles.
-Was $12,977
New $11,500.00
1981 Monte Carle
Dark green, green cloth interior, V-6,
power steering, power brakes, air conditioning, AM-FM, I 8xxx miles.
Was $7,977
Now $6,900

1979 Sock Regal
2 door, burgandy, burgandy vinyl interior, power steering, power brakes, airconditioning, AM-FM, tilt wheel, rood
wheels, 47-xxx miles.
Was $6,977
New $5,400
1979 Polities Rrobird Finagle
Dark blue, light blue interior, power steering, power brakes, oir-conditioning, tilt,
cruise, AM-FM, power windows, 33,xxx
miles.
Now 5,300
Was $5,977
1979 Comore 128
Red, block interior, power windows, AMFM stereo, power locks, power steering,
power brakes, air-conditioning, 27,xxx
miles.
Was $7,277
Now $6,500
> 1979 Peonies Greed Prix
Light green, dark green interior, power
steering, power brakes, air-conditioning,
power windows, power lock, tilt, cruise,
AM-FM, power sects, road wheels,
46,xxx miles.
Was $6,977
New $5,700
1979 Corvette
Brown, beige interior.
Was $11,977
Now $9,900.00

REDUCTION IS SAVINGS TO YOU
1981 Oldsmobile Tornado
Jode stone, jade stone cloth interior,
w/locks, seats, tilt, cruse, tape, 38xxx
miles.
Was $11,277
New $10,300
1981 Camaro
Light blue, dark blue interior, 6 cyl.,
power steering, power brakes, air condition, AM-FM tape, 15xxx miles.
Was $7,577
Now $6,900
1980 Oldsmobile Dotty
4 door, gold, gold interior, power steering, power brakes, air-conditioning, AMFM,cruise, 65,xxx miles.
Was $6,277
Now $5,200
1980 Chevrolet Mailbe Omsk
4 door, 2 tone brown, power steering,
power brakes, air-conditioning. 33,xxx
miles.
Was $5,977
Now $5,300
1980 Polities Missals
4 door, dark blue & beige, blue interior,
cruise, power steering, power brakes, airconditioning, AM-FM, 36,xxx miles.
Was $53,77
Now,$4,800
1980 Chevette
2 door red, camel interior, 4 speed,
60,xxx miles.
New $3,700
Was $4,377

WHILE WE PAY LESS PROPERTY TAX

1979 Chevrolet Caprice
4 door, white & red interior, power steering, power brakes, air-conditioning, AMFM,tilt, cruise, 27,xxx miles.
Now $5,600
Was $5,977
1979 Chrysler Cordoba
White, red interior, power steering, power
brakes, air condition.
Now $3,700
Was $4,577
1979 Belch Elitstre Limited
2 door, blue, blue cloth interior, loaded.
37xxx miles.
Was $6,977
Now $6,300
1979 Ford T-Oird
White, Gold interior, tilt, cruise, power
seat, power steering, power brakes, air
condition. 65xxx miles,
Now $4,600
Was $4,977
1978 Chevrolet Caprice
4 door silver, red interior, tilt, cruise, AMFM, power steering, power brakes, air
condition, 79xxx miles.
Was $3,277
New $2,800
1978 artless %prune
2 door, bronze, beige top, beige vinyl interior, power steering, power brakes, airconditioning,66,xxx miles, rally wheels.
Was $4,177
Sows $3,900

1972 Polities Grand Prix
Gold, white top, white interior, power
steering, power brakes, air-conditioning.
Was $1,777
Now $1,500
19611 Ford Mustang
Burgondy, black interior, 3 speed.
Was $ 1,777
New $1,400
1968 Vamoose
Blue.
Now $700
Was $1,275
1978 Chevrolet Pickup
Red,6 cylinder, 3 speed,64xxx.
Was $3,977
Now $3,200
1977 Chevrolet Pickup Silvers&
Beige and ton, power steering, power
brakes, oir conditioning, tilt, AM-FM, rally wheels, rails, 62xxx miles.
Was $4,977
Now $4,500
1973 G.M.C.
Green and beige, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning.
Was $1,477
Now $1,000
1973 Dodge
Bronze and white, power steering, power
brakes, automatic 69xxx miles.
Now woe
Was $1,777
1969 Jeep Commend.4x4
Orange, white top.
New $1,500
Was $1,877

OPEN TIL 8 P.M.

ENDS NOV. 13TH

10 DAY SALE ONLY
1980 Oldsmobile Delis
2 door, brown, browm, interior, power
steering, power brakes, air conditioning,
tilt, cruise, AM-FM
Was $6,577
New $5,700
1980 OWs Delta
4 door, burgundy, burgundy interior,
power steering, power brakes, oir conditioning, cruise control, AM-FM 30xxx
miles.
Was $6,977
Now $6,200
19811 Dodge Owed
4 door, beige, automatic transmission,
air-conditioning, AM-FM, luggage rock,
wheels, 46,xxx miles.
Was $4,977
New KM
1981 AMC CANKINII
2 door, brown, brown interior, power
steering, power brakes, air-conditioning,
AM-FM,64,xxx miles.
Was $4,277
New $3,600

1976 Ford LTD
4 door, light green, dark green roof, dark
green interior, power steering, power
brakes, air-conditioning, AM-FM, 80,xxx
miles.
Was S2 477
Now 51,900
1975 Ford Misting
Blue, blue interior, automatic transmission, air conditioning, 75xxx miles
Was $1,977
New $1,400
1974 Chevrolet Impels
2 door, blue, white top, power steering,
power brakes, oir-conditioning, 77,xxx
miles.
Was $1,577
Now $1,000
1974 Pontiac Lamm
4 door, beige, power steering, power
brakes, air-conditioning, power windows,
AM-FM,68,xxx miles.
Was $1,977
Now $1,400
1973 Oldsmobile COW:
2 door, grey, black interior, power steering, power brakes, air condition, 97xxx
miles.
Was $977
1973 AMC Nicest
2 door, yellow, automatic transmission,
fancy wheels.
Now $1,000
Was $1,677

1978 Chovette
4 door, brown, air-conditioning,
automatic transmission, 49,xxx miles.
Was $2,977
New 52.700
1978 Caw* Roily Sport
Black & yellow, power steering, power
brakes, air-conditioning, AM-FM, 68,xxx
miles.
New $4,500
Was $5,177
1978 Mercury Bob Cat
Beige, 4 speed, 4 cyl.
Was $2,977
Now $2,100
1978 Chrysler Coriolis
Grey, grey interior, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning.
Was $4,977
Now $3,800
1978 Lemons
4 door, light blue, blue vinly interior, tilt,
AM-FM,67xxx miles
New $2,800
Was $3,277

1967 Chevrolet
Red, V8, automatic.
Was $1,277
Now $977
1971 Ford 1 Tee
Blue,4 speed, flat bed
Was $1,477
Now $900
1977 Chevrolet Von
Yellow,6 cylinder, 3 speed, 48xxx miles.
New $2,600
Was $3,477
1978 G.M.C. Mall. Nome
White, loaded with extras 56xxx miles
Was $11.577
New $10,800
1982 Chevrolet
Block, red interior, Silverodo, power
steering, power brakes, air conditioning,
tilt, rally wheels, 8xxx miles
Was $9,277
Now S11,400

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet nc.

S.641

AEZ:irA2CrimEC=

Chevrolet

Chevrolet

Chevrolet

Chevrolet=heevolet

Kroger recoils hot dogs;
report cites nail inside
COLUMBUS, Ohio
(AP) - A report that a
nail was found in a Sugardale Coney has prompted
the Kroger Co. to recall
the hot dogs from stores
throughout central Ohio.
Belinda Pearson, 23, of
Columbus, told police on
Monday that her 7-yearold son, Damon, bit into
one of the hot dogs and
found the one-inch nail
buried inside. The boy
was not injured.
An official of Sugardale
Foods, who asked not to
be identified, told the Columbus Citizen-Journal on
Tuesday that his company had not received
any other such reports.
"It's funny that
something like this happened," the official said.
"But I guess I shouldn't
be surprised, with all the
news lately."
Mrs. Pearson said she
and her mother bought a
package of the hot dogs
early Monday night from
a near-downtown Kroger
store, went home and
gave the sealed package
to her brother, Robert
Pearson,29, to cook.
Pearson then served
one of the hot dogs to
Damon, Mrs. Pearson
said. As she walked up
]
II 14
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the stairs of her home,
she said she heard her
son scream_ When she
ran back downstairs, she
said she saw the nail jutting out of the hot dog.
Mrs. Pearson said she
immediately called
police, who confiscated
the hot dog, along with
the rest of the package.
Richard Bergman,
local director of advertising and public affairs for
Kroger, said the hot dogs
will be recalled from
stores inside a boundary
formed by Mansfield to
the north, Lima to the
west, Wheeling, W.Va. to
the east and Portsmouth
to the south.
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Foreign regulations
hotline established

When ch

WASHINGTON(AP)Information on proposed
foreign regulations which
might create technical
barriers to international
trade is now available in
a hotline message from a
federal agency.
The hotline, maintained by the Department of
Commerce's National
Bureau of Standards, is
updated weekly. The information can be reached
at 301-921-3200.
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The 10th of each month is a very important dote to
your newspaper carrier, Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill
You see, these earners are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
'
Please pay your earner promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their pny
checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier

COMPLETES
tificate of comp
from Gilbert W.
tin, executive vic

So. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections.

Miinuy Ledger & Times

MORE TRUCKS
FROM TAYLOR
1981 Ilicaasino
Brown, beige interior, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioning, tilt,
cruise, AM-FM, rally whells, 75xxx miles.
Was $6,977
Now $6,500
1981 &amino Soper Sport
Light blue, dark blue interior, bucket
seats, tilt, cruise, AM-FM cassette, power
steering, power brakes, air conditioning,
rally wheels.
Was $8,277
Now $7,500
1981 Chevrolet
Short wheel base, blue and silver two
tone, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning, tilt, cruise, AM-FM-Tape,
duel tanks, aluminum wheels, slide bock
glass, rails. 38xxx
Was $8,777
Now $7,800
1981 Chevrolet
White and red interior, Silverodo, power
steering, power brakes, air conditioning,
AM-FM, tilt, cruise, power windows,
power locks, rally wheels, sliding back
gloss, tool box, rails 29xxx.
Was $8,977
Now $7,900
1980 Chevrolet
Diesel, two tone red, Scotts Dale, duel
tanks, power steering, power brakes,
slide rear window, rally wheels, 34xxx
miles
Was $6,677
Now 0,500
1979 G.M.C.
Yellow and white, Sierra Classic, power
steering, power brakes, air conditioning,
tilt, AM-FM, rails, chrome wheels, 22xxx
miles.
Was $6,277
Now $5,700
1979 Ford FISO 4x4
Silver, blue interior, power steering,
power brakes, AM-FM-Tope, 4 speed,
48xxx
Was $4,977
No.$4,000
1979 Ford Crow Cab
Red, power steering, power brakes, oir
conditioning, cruise, AM-FM.
Was $4,977
New $3,200
1978 Chevrolet Pickup Silvered,
Brown and tan, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, power windows
and locks, tilt, sliding rear window, tool
box, roils, rally wheels,62xxx miles
Was $5,977
Now $5,500
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able" parents who are too shy to tell their kids shoat sex
will see this
Most parents II lbeliffte that their kids will -neutrallyabstain from having iies with • .oster as brother because
they will "know- it. wrong Not tree Kids will naturally
explore and experiment sales. dub are taught not to And
even then, the opportunities for it should be estainused
and all temptations removed
know thts is much too long for your column, so go
ahead and cut it to .tut yourself. but please get the rises
sage across
ANONYMOUS IN MINNESOTA

Deasy

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ANONYMOUS: It's long, but I'll not cut •
word. It. well worth the space Thanks for writing.

Sexual Instinct Sometimes
Ignores Society's Taboos

• ••

DEAR ABBY: I'll get nght to the poust. Our beauttful,
intelligent, grown daughter is shacking up with •creep
If you have any suggestions to make this parental cross
snore bearable, we'd like to hear them
SAN DIEGO

DEAR ABBY: The letter from -Crashed," whose 16-yearold daughter became pregnant by her 15-year-old adopted
son, made a point that too few people are willing to
acknowledge. All human beings are sexual beings - like
it or not. We are born with the instinct to function sexually, so why all the denial?
How can people in this society be so technically advanced and so socially primitive? Why don's we teach Our
children the truth about sex?
Sex between siblings is taboo. It usually (but not always) occurs when the older person exploits the younger
one out of curiosity or in search of sexual gratification.
When children are sufficiently mature physically to
reproduce - and the sperm meets the fertile egg - pregnancy occurs. The egg doesn't know (or care) if the sperm
is a relative.
Incest is far more common than most think. I know. It
happened in our family. I was a 15-year-old boy (young
man, actually) when my 9-year-old precocious sister came
into my bed one night while we were home alone.
Our parents were respectable, churchgoing, middle-class
people. They never told us anything about sex. All we
knew is what we'd picked up from the other kids.
What went on between my sister and me didn't last
long, fortunately. But it did happen. The guilt and shame
lasted a lifetime, although we never talked about it. I am
72, and my kid sister died last year at 66.
Why am I writing this? Because I hope some "respect

DEAR SAN: You can thank your lucky stare she's
not married to him. Or consider this: He may be a
creep in your eyes, but in hens, he's the cream of the
crop.
•••

CHECK PRESENTED and Stove Ladd of the Calk•way
County Fire-Rescue Squad wen presented•clsodt for Pa by Albert Wilson
County Ranger with the Kentucky Division of Forestry. TN' disci was in
paytosat of a matching fund grant that the rescue squad received from the
Division of Forestry. The grants require the rocking'to match them dollar
for dollar and use the funds to purchase needed equipment. The funds are
distributed by the U. S. For
Service to the Division of Forestry who in
turn makes the grants available to the local fire departments. Ths program
hopes to identify needs and solutions to problems faced by rural communities In conducting a firs protection program. The program is linuted to
rural communities of 10,000 population or less Wllson said that the funds
were distributed on the basis at need. Special consideration was given to
present protection levels, ability of the community to help itself, values protected, and past fire protection. Wilson said that the rescue squad had been
very helpful to the Division of Forestry. They have used their new equip
meat to extinguish numerous small field and forest fires that might have
spread and developed into major forest fires

DEAR ABBY. Regarding "Thin on Top," who's worried
about his appeal to the opposite sex, I'm surprised you
didn't respond with my father's old adage.
If a man is bald in front, he's a great thinker
If he's bald in back, he's a great lover.
If he's bald in the front and the back, he just thinks he's
a great lover
J McG. IN SHENOROCK, N.Y
• ••

Every teen-ager should know the truth about
drugs, sex and how to be happy. For Abby's booklet,
send $2 and a long, stamped (37 cents), addressed
envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

Gene N.Bailey presented certificate at Pittsburg meeting
Gene N. Bailey of Murray was one of 16 graphic
arts instructors who attended the Advanced
Teacher Institute sponsored by the National
Printing Equipment and
Supply Association
(NPES) and the Graphic
Arts Technical Foundation (GATF) at GATF's
International headquarters in Pittsburgh,
Pa., on August 16-20, 1982.
Bailey is an assistant
professor of graphic arts
technology for Murray
State University, where
he has taught for 13
years.
He recieved his B.S.
and his M.S. from Mur-

COMPLETES COURSE - Gene N. Bailey (center) receives his cer-

tificate of completion for the NPES/GATF Advanced Teacher Institute
from Gilbert W. Bassett (left), executive director of GATF,and Rent Martin, executive vice-president of Miller Printing Equipment Corp.

ray State University, and
is currently working
towards his Ph.D at Ohio
State University in Columbus.
The NPES-GATF Ad-

vanced Teacher Institute
program is only offered
to those who have successfully completed a
two-week NPES-GATF
teacher Institute. Both

programs are made
possible by a grant from
NPES and are designed
to provide graphic arts
instructors in North
America with a technical

update on currently a.
cepted production pro
restores The sylvan.
prostratti covers higher
technology and more indepth pro.'ell ures

Current best sellers released for the last weekend of October
Current Best Sellers for
week of Oct. 31 as released by Time magazine are
as follows:
FICTION
1. "Space," James A.
Michener
2. "Master of the
Game," Sidney Sheldon
3. "Foundations'
Edge," Isaac Asimov
4. "The Valley of
Horses," Jean M. Auel

5. "The E.T.
Storybook," William
Kotzwinkle
6. "Different Seasons,"
Stephen King
7. "Crossings,"
Danielle Steel
8. "Life, the Universe
and Everything,"
DouglasAdarns
10 "Lace," Shirley
Conran
NON-FICTION

1 "Jane Fonda's
Workout Book"
2. "Living, Loving &
Learning," Leo
Buscaglia
3. "The One-Minute
Manager," Blanchard &
Johnson
4. "The G Spot." lades.
Whipple& Perry
5. "Life Extension,"
Pearson &Shaw
6. "When Had Things

Happen to Good Prosily,

Harold S Kushner
7 - Jane Fonda's
Workout Book for
Pregnancy, Birth &
Recover',"
& "And More By Andy

Rooney." Andrew A
Rooney
9. -A Few Minutes With
Andy .Ronney .•' Andrew
A Rooney
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......... PLAY HIGH POINT'S®.
NIGH POINT SWEEPSTAKES RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS
1. New le Parte:Oats: No Purchase Necessary. Game cords
are pocked inside cperially marked jots of Hrgh Point Products
4o0 may also obloin a tree game cord by sendwg a stomped
self addressed envelope to Out on the Sown' Ticket. c/o Cahn
Morkenng Inc , 554 Filth Aversue New York NY 10036 bine one
game cord per request per family per day aesidents of Washogton need not send a stamped selt-ock:tressed enveope
2. Now is Play: Unfold game pece to see if you have a winning
cash prize a a coupon A player couki win a 525,003"Out on the
town Vacation instantly.
3. Oddsis Wes:
Pan
525 000 VaCOnon•
55 000'Vacation°
5500
550
55
total

Neanber
I
5
25

250
500')
5 281

Odds
1/1106.456
11319831
1163 966
1,6 397
1/320
1/303

OH when you buy
the biggest
&the very best.

it-

.

1 593 875 40i High Pant Coupons drilribu ed in addition to winning
game peces• We wilt award one(1)525 000and five(5)55,000 antes 10
the winners to take o vacation to any U S City High Point will help
arrange the vocations if requested
4, New is Iteideent: tf you ore a cash winner of 55 you may ciam your
arie by Sending your winning submission via first class mail and rf over 55
via registered or certified moil return receipt requested to High Point
Out on the Sown Game Verification c/o Curt° Morketing r-ic 554 f- Ott
Avenue New York NY 10336 Your registered or Certified TOO postage
expense will be refunded
No responsibility is assumed by sponsoring con-ponies la lost misdireCted
or tote mail No substrlution tor prizes offered All appncable Federal State
and Local taxes are the sole responsibility of winners High Point Out on the
town game ends on May 31 1983 or whenever game cord SUDO,
/ has been
exhausted
5. Al Materksks are tabloid to wirinesitna and are void and sholl be
rejected rf not obtained through tegnmote channels a d inegibte mutilated
forged tampered with or arregutar .11 any way oat they conto,n printing or other
errors LoOtility kx any irregular game card or tor those not verified is limited to
repbcement of game materials Decision of judging organization rs final
Seassid Chasm Sweepstakes: All prizes not CiCerneJ we be awarded in a
Second Chance Sweepstakes random Otoweng which will be held on or Woo,
June 30 1983 under the supervision of an independent judging OrctOnaCrtiOn
Urvecleerned coupons will not be awarded 10 enter fill in the entry biCeW Pro
videct on atter side of Wee,or wreathe wards High Pant Out on the town Game
along with your name address and rip code on a plain 3'6" x 5'h- postcard Or
piece of paper and mail to High Point Out on the town Second Chance Sweep
stakes do Curtin Marketing Inc 554 Fifth Avenue New tibrk NY IC036 Each entry
must be mailed separotety arid recenzed by June 30 1963 0.305 01 winning cap
dependent upon number of entries received by June 30 1963 Taxes ate sae
of the whnecs
: Thts one,is open to off residents ot the United Stales except eihreOyee,
7.
of ProcW,& Gamble and its affiliates and suble.acines Is odyenn.no and ,JCIg,
^44
agencies and thew *amities Void wherever pond:idea restricted or taxed by knx Az
Pedefol State and Local regulations apPlY
Waders' use rota Int Of cash prize winners send a stamped sett addressed
envelope to High Pont • Out on the town Winners Let c"o Cann Marketing Inc 554
ieh Avenue New York NV 10036
Copyright 1982 The folger Coffee Compony Cincinnati Ohio
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SUPER FOOD STORES!
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BECAUSE
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YOU WILL FIND MORE REAL FOOD ECONOMY AT MG JOHNS - BECAUSE
WHEN IT COMES TO EVERY DAY LOW SHELF PRICES BIC JOHN BEATS
THE COMPETTTION COLD!
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Cancer Hopeline...
This question and
answer column is provided as a public service by
the McDowell Cancer
Network, an affiliate of
the University of Kentucky College of
Medicine. Questions are
answered by appropriate
speciallats associated
with the Network. These

questions represent some call Monday thru Friday, diagnose cancer or
of the inquiries made by 9:00- 5.00 p.m. Hopeline recommend treatment
callers who use our counselors do not for individual
cams. nor
Hopellne. Hopeline is a
toll-free consultative
telephone service (1-800433-9321)provided free of
charge to any Kentuckian
with a cancer-related
problem. Qualified
counselors answer every

do they dispense money with specialists as well as
to callers. Counselors do support and understanprovide consultations ding. Because of
its
designation by the National Cancer latitute as
Kentucky's Cancer Information Service, the
Hopelhie has rapid access to the latest cancer
information. All matters
are treated confidentially. Please write us at the
following address:
Cancer Hopeline Kentucky's Cancer information Service McDowell
Cancer Network 915
South Limestone Lexington, Kentucky 40536.
Q. My regular annual
Pap test has always been
normal. This time, my
doctor said I wouldn't
need to come back for two
years. Why is this? I'm 32
Jerry's Country Fned Steak is made with real round of beef,
and married.
A. For many years, an
tender and meaty. We cook it up cnspy and golden, and smother
annual
Pap test was
it with creamy-nch country gravy. Served with mashed potatoes
recommended as part of
and a fresh green dinner salad. It's a whole 'nother reason to
a woman's routine
physial examination. It is
Take Another Look at Jerry's!
the best protection
against cervical cancer
which, if revealed early,
is almost always 100 percent curable.
However, in July, 1980,
the National Cancer Institute (NCI) sponsored a
Consensus Development
Conference of experts to
make recommendations

Jetitlfit
COUNTRY
FRIED STEAK
DINNER

Church may use women
By GEORGE CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
An analyst of Roman
Catholic trends predicts
the church eventually
will have both women and.

married men as priests,
once the present
shrinkage of celibate
male priests compels it.
It could take 20 years or
more but it's certain to
1111111111111111 come under pressures of
intensifying need for
priests, says the Rev.
Richard P. McBrien,
head of the University of
Notre Dame's theology
department.
He also sees recent
signs that Pope John Paul
II is becoming more open
to change, in contrast to
earlier impressions he
gave of unbending conservativism.
Frances Drake
Until the end of last
FOR THURSDAY,
year, McBrien says he
NOVEMBER 4.1982
was convinced the pope
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the was "firmly fixed as a
stars say, read the forecast conservative pope, one
who is not going to engiven for your birth sign.
courage dialogue, one
who would not be tolerant
of dissent."
ARIES
But he adds that events
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) °Y
)
Despite morning confusion, this year have altered
mix-ups in communication are that papal image, parcleared up later. Take the in- ticularly the pope's
itiative regarding career in- modified tone and
terests.
message on his visit to
TAURUS
Brtain and his turn to
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
conciliatory dealings
Hard work and self- with the Jesuits.
discipline bring the results The pope remains a
you seek by day's end. Close "conservative man,"
ties are mentally sharp, but McBrien says,
but adds:
inclined to extravagance.
"We're also dealing
GEMINI
with a man who is not ab(May 21 to June 20) 11
4
5gBewilderment about a pre- solutely rigid, and who
sent relationship makes you obviously is open to
appreciate the reliability of an growth — as we all have
old tie. Work output may be in- to be — and who does
seem to appreciate some
consistent.
elements of contemCANCER
(June 21 to July 22) GO porary theology."
Though a luncheon date McBrien is the author
should be exciting, you may of several books on reforopt for privacy later in order ming trends in the church
to complete unfinished and also of the recent
domestic projects.
"Catholicism," a twoLEO
volume compendium of
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Catholic concepts and
Confusion in romance will teachings. He also writes
continue, unless you lay your a weekly column syncards on the table. Heart-to- dicated in
the Catholic
heart talks are certainly in
press.
order.
He made his comments
VIRGO
in an interview with the
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 1104
11.
Hold fast to your ideas about Catholic Voice, the
a career matter. Others see Oakland, Calif., diocesan
your point of view by day's newspaper, while in
end. Creative types are on top California for a recent
lecture series, and later
now.
corrobarated them for
LIBRA
this summary.
(Sept. 23 to Oct, 22)
Don't ask others to live up to He says the pope wisely
your principles. Instead, set a "backed off" from a congood example. Discussions frontation with the
with family members center Jesuits at a reconciling
around money.
meeting with the order's
SCORPIO
provincial superiors,
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nt'eV
. after earlier warning
Take the initiative in contac- them of "secularizing
ting others. Make phone calls, tendencies" and taking
visits or write letters. directs control of the
Humanitarian interests may order.
preoccupy you now.
But then at the
SAGITTARIUS
_s ; meeting, he gave
NU
a
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
A friend has good advice "relatively conciliatory
about a personal matter. Do talk," McBrien notes,
further investigation before and most important, ancommitting yourself to a large nounced they could go
ahead with plans for elecexpenditure.
ting their own superior
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22toJan. 19) Via general.
McBrien also sees
Overlook petty differences
with co-workers. Then you'll papal moderation in John
make important progress Paul's talks in Britain
toward achieving career this year, in contrast to
goals.
those he gave in the
AQUARIUS
United States in 1979.
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
As for the future church
Private business chats go allowing women and
well. Don't let the pursuit of married men in the
pleasure take priority over priesthood, McBrien
says
career duties. Attend to cor- it will
stem from a "real
respondence.
crisis" now developing in
PISCES
regard
to declining en(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) )(
Keep in touch with those at a tries into the celibate
distance. Consult with priesthood.
"In general in this
bankers about real estate, insurance and other property country, bishops know
about it and some of them
matters.
YOU BORN TODAY can are worried about it, but
succeed in business, but may nothing will be done," he
be more attracted to a profes- says. 'They'll put no
sion. Both artistic and prac- pressure on the Vatican,
tical, you're sometimes found for example,to change."
in businesses allied to the arts.
But he says the change
Writing, teaching, interior eventually will come as
design, directing, sculpture the shrinkage in the
and acting are some of the quanity and quality of
fields in which you'll find hap- priests becomes "so bad"
piness. You have good powers that the church will "be
of observation and would forced
to do something."
make a good counselor or investigative reporter. You like
to participate in community
USE ROSEMARY
affairs and often make a
Rosemary is good in
notable contribution. Bir- salads and can perk up
thciate of: Walter Cronkite,TV vegetables such
as green
newsman; Will Rogers,
beans, squash and
humorist; and Art Carney,acmushrooms.
tor.

$3.15

Your Individual
Horoscope

on the use of the Pap test.
The conference participants agreed that the
Pat test is safe and effective in detecting cell
changes that can progress to.cervical cancer.
The experts also agreed
that most women who are
virgins do not need to
have a Pap test and that
women over 60 who have
had two negative (normal ? tests do not need
anymore on a regular
basis.
It was recommended
that all other women
have their first Pap test
soon after they become
sexually active. If the
first test proves normal,
it should be repeated in a
year. If the second is normal, the physician may
set up a regular schedule
of testing at intervals of
one to three years. The
gynecologic cancer
specialists at the University of Kentucky Medica:
Center are still recommending annual Pap
smears.
The panel of experts at
NCI did not agree on how
frequently women at high
risk of cervical cancer
should have a Pap test.
There are three factors a
physician considers
which may contribute to

a woman's higher theta
normal risk of cervical
cancer:
+ First sexual intercourse before the age of
18,
+ Multiple sexual partners, and
+ Low socioeconomic
status.
Since you have had normal. Pap tests right
along, your physician has
determined that you need
not be screened so frequently. You may be
guided by his/her recommendatTon. Of course, if
you experience irregular,
prolonged, or unusually
heavy menstrual cycles
or have any abnormal
bleeding between periods
or after intercourse, see
your physician immediately.
For further information, call the Cancer
Hopeline toll free at 1-800432-9321 weekdays from 95. Ask for your free copy
of "The Pap Smear: A
Lifetime Habit for all
Women" and "What You
Need to Know About
Dysplasia, Very Early
Cancer, and Invasive
Cancer of the Cervix."
Send written requests to
us at 915 South Limestone
Street, Lexington, Ky
40536.
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Make Your Own Storm Windows,
Storm Doors, Porch Enclosures!

HOLDS
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SO EASY ANYONE CAN DO IT,

lfs. RESTAURANTS

"Good food and good service guaranteed."

Saves
Fuel!

SOUTH 12th STREET

T

I CUT FLEX-ID-GLASS TO SIZE
AND TACK OVER SCREENS
OR WINDOW OPENINGS!
L.
ONLY
COSTS SO LITTLE
Run It
ANYONE
CAN AFFORD IT.
36- Tl.de
Also 29 WA 54" Mdtns
Chicago 60651 etoneers in Plasfics Since 1924

63c

WARP BROS.
Take this ad to your Hardware Lumber or Bldg Supply Store
Accept no substitutes—Get top quality FLEX-O-GLASS
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That's It Levi's/
3rd Year

Fri. Oct. 29 On
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Men's

Jackets

25c/0 Off
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1Olympic Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
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Men's
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Belts
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Holiday
Preview
Sale.
25% off
Beautiful blouses
and best-selling
fashion pants.
Sale 13.50 to 18.75. Folly and feminine blouses
All in no-iron fabrics you love Three pretty
styles
Reg
Sale
Bow blouse
$22
16.50
$18 13.50
Lace-trimmed
Pin stnpe
$25
18.75
Salo 18.75 Reg $25 Polyester fashion pants
with leather belt In choice of great colors
Sizes 6-16

Ell
Ale

liN.111

25% off regular prices.
Choose from our entire stock of fashionable
vinyl handbags Styles and colors to
complement any outfit All at 25% savings'
Jcpwwwy Co_ Inc

111112 S7W14 Sone News in els boa& are asellabla ants al laver Jahattnerf stores Specials and clearouls aro swellable only made quenlellesS

ineanueseSsle maradomice allerSaleefilesei tioleic and um arsonniPe replei la bpi 11.11•1011.10

EVENT STARTS THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4 and ENDS SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 7
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
Shop Monday thru Saturday 10:00am to 9 00pm
Sunday 1:00 to 5:00pm
Store Phone 502 759-1400• Catalog Phone 502.759-4080,
C JCPanney Co.Inc 1012 S7W1

1411.VC1
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COLORED PRINT

Sweatering up in the season's
softest looks, all at savings.
Terrific toppers for your holiday dressing. Choose from classic and updated
cardigan styles. Fashion colors, too.

Boucle jacket

$38

Acrylic wrap

$24

Sale
15.00
28.50
16.80

$19

14.25

For misses:

Reg.

Cotton jacket

$20

For Juniors:
Peplum waist or all-over cable

PA

tt doesn t have to cost a lot to get your tot well-dressed for the
holidays Save on all these smart styles for dress-up and for
play. All in carefree fabrics Colors and styles for boys and girls
Sizes S1-4:

Reg

Long sleeved polo shirt

.3.66
.3.33

Cotton cord crawler

499

Cotton cord boxer pants

Sale
2.92
2.66
3.99

Sizes 27-47:
*Girls twill pant set
Toddlers logging suit

1500 11.99
1100 8.80

Jackets,sale 29.99ea.

He's looking sharp. And you're saving
$3to $10 on these jackets, shirts and slacks.
Sale 29.99. Reg $38 to $40. These lightweight lackets are fust nght for taking the
chill away Mare easy-care poly/cotton or poly/cotton/nylon with nylon or rayon
lining. Choose our designer-look cadet collar style with knit trim. A reversible jacket
with cadet collar Or a smart snap-collar warmer with hidden hood. MenS sizes.
Sale 12.99. Reg $16 to 18. Long sleeve shirts of poly/cotton k4en's sizes.
. feature traditional tailoring.
Sale 21.99. Reg . $27 to 29. Classic betted slack,
Sizes 30-42.

48

PA

Sweater sale!

Save $3 to $11 on wardrobe basics in
cotton or acrylic. Styles he'll love!
Sale 13.99. Ong $25 Save 40% on traditional favorites Our 100% cotton
crewneck and V-neck cable knit sweaters Men's sizes Great colors
Percentage off Indianan swinge on original prices. liderveadine rinedidowne inn
here been taken.
5.4.12.99. Reg 15.99 V-neck pullover for soft. comfortable good looks
5.4.13.99. Reg 16.99 V-neck cardigan
Both available in handsome colors Ment sizes S.M.L.XL

PAP

Well-behaved looks for boys
and girls, Sale 8.80 to 11.20
Easy-going causal pair-ups, just right for school or holiday
parties. Tops and bottoms for boys and girls in easy-care
fabrics.

Belted twill slack, 4-7

$12

Sale
10.40
11.20
9.60

For girls:
Dressy lace blouse, 7-14

$11

8.80

Pleated skirt, 7-14

$13

10.40

Reg

For boys:

$13

Hunt Club"' shirt, 8-20
Belted twill slack, 8-20

,

$14

Sa

Sale 1
the di,
"Cour
shoe$
In me
men E

leathE

25

Sale 1
nylon
insole
boys'

PA

An American sports tradition' Choose a
heavyweight crewneck sweatshirt with raglan
sleeves Or a hooded pullover with cargo
pockets Match them with drawstring-waist
sweat pants featuring elastic leg bottoms
Choose navy in cotton/acrylic or gunmetal in
acrylic/cotton/poly. Men s sizes S,M,L,XL
Smaller sizes fit women, too
Crewneck sweat shirt
Hooded sweat shirt
Sweat pants

Sale 16.99 to 18.99. Reg. 19 99 to 21.99 Take a step in
the direction of comfort. In versatile low-cut Nike*
"Court Master" or high-top "Court Press" canvas
shoes. Both have tough rubber soles and toe guards
In men's sizes. Or Nike* "Monterey II" training shoe for
men and women. Featuring nylon uppers with suede
leather trim, herringbone soles

Sale 13.50 Reg. $18. USA Olympics* loggers Suede/
nylon uppers, padded collar and tongue, cushioned
insole In a choice of colors Men's, women's and
boys' sizes.
Children's and youths' sizes, Reg. $14 Sale 10.50.

Day or night, 25%savings!

Dreams come true in this sleepwear of
silky nylon. Alt with the nght touch of
lacy tnm. Assorted colors. For misses.

Sale
10.50
$16 12.00
$19 14.25
$14 10.50
$13
9.75

An exciting elegant silky look style in
sheer white with lace trim. All pieces in
100% easy care polyester.

Reg
Long gown
Quilt yoke gown
Quilt yoke pajama
Satin pajama
3-pc. ensemble

$14

Reg
Teddy
Camisole
Tap pant

. .$21
$14
. . .$11

Sale
15.75
10.50
8.25

